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KELLY Shaun Kawarau Jet
Services Holdings Ltd
Central Queenstown

Keywords: Public Transport,Tourism

Q. I am aged:
19-29

Q. Please indicate your position on the draft Queenstown
Lakes Spatial Plan:
Support

Q. Please let us know your comments or feedback:
KJet supports the draft Spatial Plan’s goal to create a transport network that 
prioritizes public transport within the Wakatipu Basin.

 

Location: Queenstown
Date: 03/05/2021 Time: 10:45
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Q. Please describe the reasons for your position:
Outcome 2

KJet supports the Spatial Plan’s aspirations for providing inter-modal public transport 
choices for both the residents and the tourists within the District and is particularly in 
support of Map 14 which indicates a ferry service as being a regular service within 
the public transport network.

KJet have already obtained resource consents from QLDC to establish and operate 
a scheduled public ferry service on Lake Wakatipu and the Kawarau River to enable 
people to travel between Queenstown and various locations adjacent to Lake 
Wakatipu and the Kawarau River. A jetty and pontoon adjacent to Bridesdale Farm 
was also consented for use by the ferry vessels for loading and unloading 
passengers.

KJet’s plans to create and operate a public ferry service are consistent with the 
strategies listed in Outcome 2 of the draft Spatial Plan.

Outcome 3

KJet supports the draft Spatial Plan’s aspirations for a sustainable tourism industry, 
however, should a Destination Management Strategy be developed we would 
expect the opportunity to be consulted and provide input into the content of such a 
strategy. KJet supports strategy 10’s promotion of public transport as is shown in the 
discussion around Outcome 2 above.

 

Q. Please let us know if you have any further comments:
Outcome 2
We note that Map 14 only includes ferry stops between the Queenstown Town 
Centre to Frankton via the Frankton Arm of Lake Wakatipu. Map 14 should including 
further stops consented under RM181023, as follows:
? Remarkables Park 
? The new jetty located on the bank and the bed of the Kawarau River, on the true 
left side, adjacent to Bridesdale Farm, Lake Hayes Estate.
Including these additional stops would support additional choice of transport to the 
residents within these areas.
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CLARK Michael
Arthurs Point

Keywords: Transport,Climate Change

Q. I am aged:
60+

Q. Please indicate your position on the draft Queenstown 
Lakes Spatial Plan:
Support

 

 

Location: Queenstown
Date: 03/05/2021 Time: 10:50
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Q. Please let us know your comments or feedback:
Housing; There are good design for large apartment blocks that can enable 
increased population density,  the obvious place is from Skyline gondola towards 
Thompson st.  Build up as high as the trees are. Use the central areas of the wakatipu 
valley flats for high rise apartments, again as high as the trees grow.
Diversity of economy; this I think is important, we need to protect the very good 
farming land  that we have, look seriously into intensive horticulture, to feed the local 
population. Tunnel houses for winter production of vegetables. The area needs to 
become self sufficient to some extent so that we are not totally dependent on 
freight.
Transportation: this area will be in strife if the main access roads are cut off. I think its 
time the Kawarau gorge road was improved to the level of the Cromwell Gorge. The 
reason for this is that I feel the idea of a Tarras Airport for long haul jets is a very good 
idea for the long term future of the whole region.  An improved road will with stand 
extreme weather events.
A transport system in the area that encourages the tourist to not pickup a car until 
they have seen the area would be great.
The connection between Arthurs point and Arrowtown  needs to be improved. A bus 
service that services the volume of traffic that goes between Queenstown and 
Arrowtown, would take a certain amount of traffic away from the Frankton road. 
There is also the amount of traffic that goes to the coronet peak road. A bus to the 
bottom of that road would mean less cars going up to the ski field, co ordination with 
NZSKI.COM
Tourism: The valley has become a prostitute to this industry, and has devalued the 
experience the visitor gets. Ask any long time local, during lock down,  what  was 
experienced over that period is what brought people here. We have gone past the 
optimum number of visitors in the area per day. Do not increase the numbers of 
vehicles driving into the Skippers Canyon. Do not increase the numbers of boats on 
the rivers. Encourage the operators to operate more efficiently.
Take the Queenstown airport to Tarras  and use that flat land for high density 
accommodation as has been suggested. Imagine what the Dunedin people would 
say if they had a airport based in South Dunedin. That is what is happening to us 
here. A 3/4 hour drive to a city's airport is pretty standard in this day and age.
Key challenge of the area;  an alpine area. The northern hemisphere has 
experienced record snow falls every where, records never experienced before . This 
is the start of what is called a Grand Solar Minimum.  This area will need to adapt to 
colder conditions, whether there is deeper snow levels we will have to wait and see. 
This has been the coldest summer I have experienced.  Weather patterns have 
changed, take note this winter , is it getting warmer or cooler?
The only part of the plan I am opposed to is the use of the limited flat land we have 
for single level housing and the airport.
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Q. Please describe the reasons for your position:
My Partner and I have traveled extensively, we have seen tourist destinations ruined 
by too much tourism. We have seen good examples of forward thinking by councils 
in holding back development until infrastructure is in place  Whistler in BC  Canada 
being an excellent example.
Our sister city of Aspen in the states, told QLDC people very early on in our 
relationship with Aspen, " DO NOT follow our example", sadly we did, and we have 
the problems we have.
This area is allowing development to go ahead of infrastructure, its time to turn that 
around.

Q. Please let us know if you have any further comments:
Prepare for a colder climate. A Grand Solar Minimum, will be no joke.
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SHARPE Brian
Kelvin Heights

Keywords: Public Transport

Q. I am aged:
30-45

Q. Please indicate your position on the draft Queenstown 
Lakes Spatial Plan:
Neutral

Q. Please let us know your comments or feedback:
One worry I have with the ferries is that the neighbourhood surrounding any ferry 
terminal enivitably becomes a carpark.  An example would be the BayView marina 
on Kelvin Heights.  Its easy to imagine a scenario where people (for example) would 
park along Oregon Drive and walk down past the Christian camp to the marina.

We have already seen happen in the Hilton, where they had to start charging for 
parking, as people from Jacks Point were parking there and taking the ferry into 
town.

It would be good if this issue was considered when planning for the ferries.

Thank you

 
 

Q. Please describe the reasons for your position:

Q. Please let us know if you have any further comments:

Location: Queenstown
Date: 03/05/2021 Time: 10:55
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JERRAM David
Jacks Point (includes Coneburn and Homestead Bay)

Keywords: Urban Growth,Transport,Queenstown Airport

Q. I am aged:
60+

Q. Please indicate your position on the draft Queenstown 
Lakes Spatial Plan:
Oppose

Q. Please let us know your comments or feedback:

Q. Please describe the reasons for your position:

Q. Please let us know if you have any further comments:

Q. If you have a pre-prepared submission, you can upload it 
below. Please note that we can only accept .docx files.

The spatial plan consultation 1.4.21.docx

Additional documents or PDF files can be emailed to letstalk@qldc.govt.nz Please write 
"draft Queenstown Lakes Spatial Plan submission" in subject header.

 
 
 

 

Location: Queenstown
Date: 03/05/2021 Time: 11:00
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TAYLOR Erin
Frankton Community Association and Registered 
Architect
Frankton & Quail Rise

Keywords: Queenstown Airport

Q. I am aged:
30-45

Q. Please indicate your position on the draft Queenstown 
Lakes Spatial Plan:
Oppose

Q. Please let us know your comments or feedback:
Concerned the plan doesn't consider relocating the Airport. There is an option now 
to consider at Tarras - but feel this has not been given due consideration due to the 
commercial interests of the Queenstown Airport. Why can't QAC work together with 
Christchurch. Currently the airport in Queenstown impacts on the potential of dense 
growth in the Frankton Flats Zone. This land is central and has huge potential to 
develop into a sustainable town centre, to support the historic town. Due to this 
Ladies Mile is set to grow in a spread / dispersed model. 

Could someone please consider this as an option rather than saying no due to 
historic, personal or commercial reasons. To complete a true plan - all options should 
be investigated. 

Frankton Flats need to be brought under QLDC planning guidelines also, rather than 
a separate private entity. 

We need to think laterally for the next 50 years. 
It is fantastic that the Jardine family helped preserve our outstanding natural 
landscape be donating the base of the Remarkables.

 

Location: Queenstown
Date: 03/05/2021 Time: 11:05
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Q. Please describe the reasons for your position:
There is great work in this document but we need to take this opportunity to consider 
the airport relocation - with a genuine attempt. 

What could a new airport in Tarras look like? Just a runway with augmented reality - 
no visual signs that create clutter. A Lindis Lodge style airport terminal?  That looks like 
a rolling hill from above. 
All car-parking below ground. Minimal carparking. You check into the airport in 
Frankton and rather than standing in a customs / luggage drop queues you sit on a 
bus with open table seating - and are offered a drink or a promotional video whilst 
the staff check you bags, tickets, and passports. 

The conversation of noise and air quality noise pollution over Queenstown's most 
popular swimming spot in summer, its main town tourist centre and 5 of its inner main 
residential suburbs cannot be ignored. 

These are the same arguments that have been voiced over the last 5 years. We 
need brave leadership to actually consider that there could be merit in the 
alternative view.  Please could you consider this. 

How much money has been spent on the District Plan review process over the last 10 
years run be landlords and lawyers and planners for private interests - rather than 
developing the best liveable town in the Southern hemisphere. Please consider an 
alternative airport relocation as this is potentially the most bold transformational 
opportunity Queenstown has.  

We don't want to be a thoroughfare, or an airport town. Yes I love the convenience 
of hopping on a plane - but whilst living in London never felt that it was inconvenient 
hopping on a hour long train to Gatwick or Heathrow. It was an opportunity to relax 
read a book and think about the trip ahead! For tourist arrivals - it is an hour long 
branding opportunity.

Q. Please let us know if you have any further comments:
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SPARY Miranda
Arrowtown

Keywords: Urban Growth,Queenstown Airport

Q. I am aged:
60+

Q. Please indicate your position on the draft Queenstown 
Lakes Spatial Plan:
Oppose

Q. Please let us know your comments or feedback:

 

Location: Queenstown
Date: 03/05/2021 Time: 11:15
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This is written in great haste so excuse me if it is a little disjointed.

I am totally against any airport expansion at Queenstown , and do not want any 
extra flights. It is perfectly fine the way it is. I'm a travel writer  and have been up and 
down NZ talking to tourism operators and  locals in tourist areas. None of the small 
operators or independent business owners want tourist numbers going back to what 
they were.  Everyone wants tourists who stay longer, and spend more. Those mass 
tourism businesses that bring in huge numbers of visitors for a week in NZ do far too 
much damage to our infrastructure, spending the least and putting a heavy burden 
on our roads, water supplies, etc. QLDC were totally informed in the last survey that 
the vast majority of the community does not want airport expansion of any sort, 
anywhere in our district.

And I have no interest in the enormous planned growth of residents - why do we 
want that? There is  no reason for it.  People who want to live here have to work hard 
to get here.  We don't want to make it easy for them - it is an absolute privilege to live 
in this area, not a right. I totally disagree with this huge increase in affordable housing 
- I have nothing against affordable housing,  but I don't think tax and ratepayers 
should be subsidising it. It's a very grey area choosing the people who qualify for it, 
and why one family should get a home, and another not,  just makes for a lot more 
angst. What is more is that so many of these big housing projects are so ugly. 
Alberttown near Wanaka is probably the nastiest example. 

We do NOT need to ruin our beautiful part of the world and let our own enjoyment of 
it be spoilt by these vast numbers of visitors. I am very concerned that government 
has only been hearing from the biggest tourism operators - they are the ones with all 
the teams of lawyers and PR people who are selling their story of tourism numbers 
needing to be boosted.  They want to keep making more and more profit, instead of 
thinking of the country as a whole. Surely it is better for us all if there are more small 
business owners showing visitors the country, rather than lumping great crowds of 
tourists together and giving them a plastic version of what NZ is?  In the last few years, 
I've been  very upset when friends from other countries say they aren't coming to NZ 
now as they heard it is so crowded - nothing like the empty , wild fabulousness they 
had been told about by Tourism NZ. 

Let's focus on making the Queenstown Lakes really lovely for ourselves,  so that the 
visitors who come can experience the same loveliness - not just nonstop planes, 
traffic, queues, rubbish, polluted tracks and a host of tacky shops selling plastic 
rubbish made in China, and restaurants that know that tomorrow there'll be another 
bunch of punters turning up for a lousy meal.  

This council has done its very best to wreck the downtown area and suck its soul out. 
All the locals shop in the horrible Five Mile area and have let those appalling 
buildings be built down by the Kawarau River. Why did we have to have such an 
ugly library built, and how dare they demolish perfectly useable, essential buildings 
like the Memorial Hall and the QT library and council building and rugby clubrooms?  
Why does it take forever to get answers from council about anything and above all, 
why were the documents about the Spatial Plan so sparsely distributed? I picked up 
a copy from the Events Centre and when I went back to get more, there were none.  
I didn't see them anywhere else.Very few people I know have seen a copy. If they 
were trying to make sure as few people as possible saw it, it's been very successful.
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Q. Please describe the reasons for your position:
I am so upset by the many horrible decisions that have been made by this council 
and their planners. I went to the Ladies Mile "consultation" and not one of their 
options appealed to me - I asked around and everyone else said the same.

We have told QLDC we do NOT want airport expansion but they are still banging on 
about the same ideas. Why are they so cloth-eared?

It is a privilege to live here, not a right - stop insisting on increasing the population - 
find out if that is what people actually want. I'm not aware of anyone who wants the 
district to get much bigger.

Q. Please let us know if you have any further comments:
I have to say QLDC are probably the most inept communicators of any department I 
ever have to be in contact with. Their communications with the community are 
fudged in corporate speak and they insist on the full 20 working days to supply you 
with any information you ask for (if they will supply it at all).  The document this refers 
to was not readily available in hard copy and what they produced was waffly 
nonsense, and still offering only options that had already been rejected by the 
community.
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SHARPE Kirsty
Kelvin Heights

Keywords: Queenstown Airport,Health infrastructure,Public Transport

Q. I am aged:
60+

Q. Please indicate your position on the draft Queenstown 
Lakes Spatial Plan:
Support

 

Location: Queenstown
Date: 03/05/2021 Time: 11:20
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Q. Please let us know your comments or feedback:
I feel the plan though laudable does not address the affect of the airports on our 
communities.  It assumes at least double the growth of visitors of that pre Covid.  At 
least half of these will arrive at our airports, mainly Queenstown.  The Martin Jenkins 
study results was not included in the feedback gained before constructing the plan.  
The Queenstown community has made its feeling clear over a number of years 
about the continuing growth at the Queenstown airport.  The master plan for 
Queenstown airport in 2018 proposed an expansion of air noise boundaries and this 
was opposed by many people.  92.5% of submitters to the plan were apposed to the 
expansion of ANBs.  1,500 people signed a petition also showed opposition.  
Excessive noise and numbers of people would be a clear threat to community well 
being in the future.  The Spatial Plan does not address the impact that the proposed 
airport in Tarras would have not even in the Cromwell community and this should be 
addressed.

Future of our sporting facilities needs to be addressed in some way.  It is unlike that 
the Queenstown Events Centre would be able to cater for the needs of a much 
bigger population.  I suggest Jardine Park land at Kelvin Heights be considered for a 
future sporting centre that could cater for those living in the southern corridor south 
of the Kawarau Bridge.  A road round the back of Deer Park Heights hill would need 
to be in place to enable this.

Its a big ask that infrastructure can cope with peak population demand.  Peaks and 
troughs of Queenstown's tourism businesses is well know.  its either a feast or a famine. 
 Encouraging and trying to cater for much increased visitor numbers will not enhance 
community well being.

Housing - I support more options being available and feel that increasing density and 
height is the only way to go to protect our country side and to provide needed 
transport and other infrastructure to increased population areas.  Ribbon 
development must be discouraged for this reason,  What rural land we have needs 
to be protected for open space and food production.

Emissions from aircraft needs to be included along with land emissions.  We need to 
be looking towards and planning for a low emissions and climate-resilient future.

Diversifying the economy should include the film industry and adult education to 
take the pressure of tourism.

Please consider more ferry transport on the lake.  If the planned subdivision goes 
ahead at Kingston then a fast ferry service should be available to bring people to 
work etc and take cars off the Kingston road to Queenstown.
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Q. Please describe the reasons for your position:
I support this generally except for the comments on the airport above. 

The wording of the aim of the plan which is quoted here "The Spatial Plan aims to 
establish an integrated, longterm, collaborative strategy that manages growth so 
that it improves community wellbeing, protects the environment and maintains a 
world-class visitor experience" appears to be an impossible task.  Increasing numbers 
of people both resident and visitor in a constrained geographical area does not 
seem practical.  

The transport aim of having the population using public transport, walking and biking 
as their main transport is simply not feasible for young families and seniors for 
example.  Families drive their kids to afterschool activities etc and many have too 
much gear to get on a bus.   Seniors may not live directly beside a bus stop and 
cannot walk or bike great distances if at all so will be dependent on car travel.

 
 

Q. Please let us know if you have any further comments:
Health facilities - if our population is going to increase to be the same size of 
Invercargill or bigger then a proper hospital is warranted and expanding birthing 
facilities.
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SHARPE Kirsty
Queenstown Grey Power Inc
Kelvin Heights

Keywords: Health infrastructure,Public Transport

Q. I am aged:
60+

Q. Please indicate your position on the draft Queenstown 
Lakes Spatial Plan:
Support

Q. Please let us know your comments or feedback:
While we support the Spatial Plan generally we have a problem with the transport 
issue of "main option will be to use public transport, walking or biking in the future".  
Many older people will not be living adjacent to a bus stop and will be incapable of 
walking or biking.  Allowance must be made for car use for seniors.  
Hospital facilities must be upgraded and improved with the increase in population.  
The Wakatipu basin will have a population equalling that of Invercargill in time and 
with that comes social responsibilities of catering for that growth.  Not so long ago 
may of our older folk were transferred to rest homes out of the district because 
secure options were not available here.  We do not wish to go back to this scenario 
where families are separated.
We support the view that out visitors should be encouraged to use public transport to 
keep more cars off the roads especially at peak times when congestion is a real 
problem.
Airport noise is a problem for those living near our airports.  Increasing tourist numbers 
only makes this problem worse.
Housing options - more senior citizen housing should be made available for those of 
limited means who cannot afford the high prices of our retirement village units.

 

 
 

Location: Queenstown
Date: 03/05/2021 Time: 11:25
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Q. Please describe the reasons for your position:
We feel the principles and outcomes of the Spatial Plan are admirable.  Fine words 
for coping with future challenges of growth.  I quote from the aim of the plan "The 
Spatial Plan aims to establish an integrated, long term, collaborative strategy that 
manages growth so that it improves community well being, protects the environment 
and maintains a world-class visitor experience."  This seems on the face of it an 
impossible task.  However we must try and bear in mind also that climate change 
must be at the forefront in any decision making.

Q. Please let us know if you have any further comments:
Community "well being" must include the valuing of our senior citizens.
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VAN GELDER Leslie
Glenorchy heritage and Museum Group
Glenorchy & Kinloch

Keywords: Growth

Q. I am aged:
46-59

Q. Please indicate your position on the draft Queenstown 
Lakes Spatial Plan:
Support

Q. Please let us know your comments or feedback:

Q. Please describe the reasons for your position:

Q. Please let us know if you have any further comments:

Q. If you have a pre-prepared submission, you can upload it 
below. Please note that we can only accept .docx files.

GY Museum -- Submission to Draft Queenstown Lakes Spatial Plan 18 April 2021.docx

Additional documents or PDF files can be emailed to letstalk@qldc.govt.nz Please write 
"draft Queenstown Lakes Spatial Plan submission" in subject header.

 
 

Location: Queenstown
Date: 03/05/2021 Time: 11:30
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SPARK Simon
S.J Allen Holdings Ltd
Arrowtown

Keywords: Industrial/Commercial Areas

Q. I am aged:
46-59

Q. Please indicate your position on the draft Queenstown 
Lakes Spatial Plan:
Neutral

 

Location: Queenstown
Date: 03/05/2021 Time: 11:45
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Q. Please let us know your comments or feedback:
I have read the Draft Queenstown Lakes Spatial Plan Summary and wonder what 
allowance has been made for commercial  land to be developed in the 
Queenstown basin. Currently there is a lack of suitable commercial land for services 
businesses to be established let alone whet will be required to service the intended 
population growth forecasts. Not all businesses can relocate to Cromwell to service 
Queenstown. My waste management business is a case in point. We are used by 
many local businesses including the QLDC and are the only locally based waste 
management business in Queenstown, but this come at a huge cost which ultimately 
effects our profitability and viability. Through the lack of commercial land 
developments my rent continues to increase. 25% was our last increase pre covid. 
This is simply due to a lack of commercial land supply. Similar to the residential 
housing challenges a lack of supply drives up prices with commercial land now at 
$1000/m3. While we need to focus on houses to accommodate the projected 
population growth we also need to address the lack of commercial land. All we will 
end up with is a town with no service businesses as they will have relocated to 
Cromwell. S.J Allen has looked at this alternative but we are committed to 
Queenstown. We can not however continue to absorb rental increases Queenstown 
needs locally based commercial business to service the needs of a growing region 
and expected tourist return post covid. 
A possible solution is to free up surplus QAC land to be able to be purchased or long 
term leasing with the ability to construct commercial premises. The commercial hub 
like housing needs to be kept with in existing urban areas to avoid urban sprawl. Like 
housing why does the land underneath have to be for sale. By taking the land value 
and inevitable capital appreciation of said land we can control cost and forward 
purchasing costs as the only cost of sale will be the building which has far less capital 
appreciation than land.

 

Q. Please describe the reasons for your position:
Agree with the Spatial plan but need to highlight local service business challenges.

Q. Please let us know if you have any further comments:
None
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LUDEMANN Victoria
The Optimise Health & Wellness Trust
Lake Hayes Estate & Shotover Country

Keywords: Community Facilities

Q. I am aged:
46-59

Q. Please indicate your position on the draft Queenstown 
Lakes Spatial Plan:
Support

Q. Please let us know your comments or feedback:
Hi there,

I don't mind if I do speak or not at the hearing but I do want to just ask if it would be 
possible to entertain providing:-

a) a Community Centre and rooms for hire (at reasonable rates) ideally for the 
Walker House on Ladies Mile and even if possible have a designated outdoor area 
that could be used for community events for Shotover Estate and Lake Hayes?

b) The other query is would it be possible to alternatively have a club 
house/community area and rooms down at the playing field in Shotover Country 
Estate if the Walker premises is not available?

Many thanks for your attention,

Victoria Ludemann

 

 

 

 

Location: Queenstown
Date: 03/05/2021 Time: 11:50
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Q. Please describe the reasons for your position:
Happy with the plans suggested - more affordable housing for both workers and the 
elderly would be good and even houses/units that could be used as 'transition' zones 
for people who have been negatively affected/impacted in some way and can't 
temporarily find somewhere to stay could also potentially be useful for the wellbeing 
of people in need.

Q. Please let us know if you have any further comments:
Doing a great job thanks guys!
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MURRAY Werner
The Property Group
Out of District

Keywords: Future Urban Areas,Urban Growth

Q. I am aged:
30-45

Q. Please indicate your position on the draft Queenstown 
Lakes Spatial Plan:
Support

Q. Please let us know your comments or feedback:
See Attached
- Support the inclusion of land in the eastern corridor and potentially look to expand 
it to correspond with landscape character

Q. Please describe the reasons for your position:
See attached
- Logical expansion of Ladies Mile

Q. Please let us know if you have any further comments:
See attached
- Look at Infrastructure Finding and Finance Act 2020 for future funding of 
infrastructure and Special purpose vehicles to ensure user pays

Q. If you have a pre-prepared submission, you can upload it 
below. Please note that we can only accept .docx files.
Additional documents or PDF files can be emailed to letstalk@qldc.govt.nz Please write 
"draft Queenstown Lakes Spatial Plan submission" in subject header.

 
 
 

 

Location: Queenstown
Date: 03/05/2021 Time: 11:55
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Hutchinson - QLDC Spatial Plan_ Submission.docx
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HILHORST John
FlightPlan 2050
Kelvin Heights

Keywords: Queenstown Airport,Infrastructure

Q. Please let us know your comments or feedback:
PDF attached

Q. Please describe the reasons for your position:
PDF attached

Q. Please let us know if you have any further comments:
PDF attached

 
 

 
 

Location: Queenstown
Date: 03/05/2021 Time: 12:00
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1 | P a g e  
 

Submission to the draft Spatial Plan 
“Ko te kai a te Rangatira he kōrero” – the food of chiefs is dialogue. 

FlightPlan2050 
John Hilhorst 
E:  
P:  

 

1 Introduction 
Thank you for the opportunity to submit to the draft Spatial Plan. 

We would first like to acknowledge the considerable amount of excellent work and expertise by 
many people that has delivered this draft for our consideration. It will have been a challenging task, 
but a worthy one, being the first opportunity for our community to develop such a broad-based, 
integrated and long-term vision for our district’s future urban development. 

We accept the broad premise driving the need for this Spatial Plan, that the normally resident 
population of Queenstown Lakes District will continue to increase at a rate greater than most other 
regions. The growth in resident population may be faster or slower than anticipated by this plan, but 
the beauty of this region will continue to attract domestic and international migrants and we expect 
our district’s population will inevitably double and then double again. This growth will continue, in 
our view, independent of tourism, where the long-term effects of Covid 19 and climate change on 
international travel are less certain. 

Overall, we agree with the broad direction and many of the priorities outlined in the draft Spatial 
Plan. The focus on concentrating urban development into a sensible pattern that would better 
support public transport, protect our outstanding natural landscape and ensure the efficient 
provision of publicly funded infrastructure is to be commended. As is the focus on our district’s well-
being as the principal driver for the outcomes it seeks. 

2 Summary 
While an excellent start, this draft Spatial Plan has one glaring fault, a purposeful omission that if 
ignored would reduce the report’s credibility and undermine the capacity of this Spatial Plan to 
provide for the district’s best future potential. 

2.1 High-level design failure. 
It completely fails to consider alternative scenarios for the region’s airports. The Spatial Plan 
Scenario Analysis Report makes plain that QAC’s proposed dual airport plan is the only scenario 
considered (p 6). 

2.2 Current suboptimal design. 

This is a high-level design failure that will, if not rectified, lead in the near term to decisions that 
would lock-in sub-optimal new zoning on Frankton Flats based on the currently proposed Frankton 
Masterplan. That plan would: 
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1. Place high-density mixed-use zoning placed directly onto State Highway 6 along Five Mile. 
This proposed “Urban Corridor” is sub-optimal in that it risks: 
 

a. creating a network chokepoint on the district’s most important arterial route, and 
 

b. congesting that urban centre by forcing all those who seek to transit it to pass 
directly through its centre. 
 

2. Permanently split the potential Frankton metropolitan centre into two smaller, lesser, sub- 
centres. 
 

3. Fail to provide the district with a sufficient metropolitan centre that could have the 
substance and character necessary to support economic diversification to high-value, 
knowledge-based enterprise. 

The need for this sub-optimal “Urban Corridor”, severed shrunken centres and thwarted economic 
opportunity is entirely predicated on the assumption that Queenstown Airport and its associated air 
noise boundaries will continue to dominate Frankton Flats and surrounding areas. But this 
assumption is neither necessary nor certain. A credible alternative is being actively pursued with 
decisions likely made within 5 to 7 years, in the near term and well within the timeframe of this 
Spatial Plan. 

2.3 Alternative airport scenario 

An alternative airport scenario would most likely be: 

1. The establishment of CIAL’s proposed regional airport near Tarras, together with 
2. the relocation of all domestic and international scheduled services to CIAL’s new airport 
3. the closure of Queenstown Airport for all but vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL), and 
4. relocation of fixed-wing general aviation (GA) to a new airfield on Queenstown Hill or to the 

existing airfield at Kingston. 

This would allow for a vastly better urban plan design for Frankton Flats, which the draft Spatial Plan 
clearly identifies as the district’s major metropolis for the future. 

2.4 Acknowledgement of risk enables mitigation strategies. 

Simply acknowledging this alternative airport scenario presents a low-cost opportunity to obtain 
enormously high rewards directly favourable to the values and goals outlined for this Spatial Plan.  

If it acknowledged this alternative airport scenario, the Spatial Plan could easily mitigate against the 
risk of permanently entrenching suboptimal development at Five Mile. An effective mitigation, for 
example, would be to simply delay decisions that would commit new zoning of this urban corridor. A 
delay of 7 to 10 years would be sufficient and would have minor adverse effects on the district’s 
post-Covid development. 

2.5 Uncertainty would be temporary. 
The community is right now actively debating the future of the region’s airports and a decision on 
the alternative scenario would most likely be resolved within the current decade. While it may take a 
further several decades before Queenstown Airport could be closed under the alternative scenario, 
the decision to relocate could be made in this near term. This would allow for the complete redesign 
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of Frankton Flats with a vastly better outcome than the currently proposed masterplan that has a 
high-density Urban Corridor located on top of State Highway 6 and its potential to become the 
metropolitan heart of this district skewered into two much lesser sub- centres. 

2.6 Minor cost for potentially massive benefits 

A few years delay in rezoning of the proposed Urban Corridor would be a minor cost relative to the 
enormous gain for all the Spatial Plan’s values and goals if Frankton Flats were redesigned as a 
single, comprehensive, integrated metropolis. Such gains are explained in more detail in sections 8 
and 9 of this submission, and more fully in the appended draft report: Part B – Queenstown Alpine 
Campus. 

2.7 Ladies Mile also at risk. 

Failing to recognise the alternative airport scenario could also lead to irreversible mistakes in the 
Ladies Mile master planning that is currently underway. Early plans for this area suggested removal 
of the current 80 m setback for buildings alongside most of the Ladies Mile section of State Highway 
6. This existing setback is enough to enable the Ladies Mile roadway to be engineered as an 
emergency runway suitable for Hercules aircraft during civil defence emergencies, such as the 
anticipated AF8 earthquake. Such emergency air lift capacity would be necessary if the runway on 
Frankton Flats were closed. 

If the Spatial Plan acknowledged the alternative airport scenario, then such important existing assets 
would be protected, at least for the 7 to 10 years during which the airport scenario questions will 
most likely be resolved. 

2.8 Alternative airport scenario is real and credible. 
The alternative airport scenario is not vague, fanciful or distant. We are in an active process of 
community and political debate that has been a forefront issue within the district these past three 
years. CIAL’s purchase of 750 ha near Tarras provides a concrete basis for an alternative scenario 
and confirms the intent and capacity to deliver on it. The situation is likely to be resolved one way or 
the other within the next 7 or 10 years. With the growing debate and changing circumstances, it is 
increasingly credible that alternative outcomes to QAC’s current dual airport plans are possible. 

2.9 Temporary uncertainty assures best long-term outcome. 
Given that the airport scenario alternative is likely to be resolved, or at least better understood, 
within 7 or 10 years, it is unacceptable that a 30-year vision framework for the district’s urban 
development does not allow for this temporary uncertainty. Particularly when ignoring alternative 
scenarios would unnecessarily, quickly and revocably lock in what are clearly major suboptimal 
outcomes on what is to be the principal metropolis centre for the district, and when simple, costless 
mitigation of these risks is possible if the alternative airport scenarios were considered. 

2.10 The spatial plan is a long-term vision – please don’t fly blind. 

For these reasons, we ask that you require this draft Spatial Plan be amended to explicitly include 
the potential for change in our regional airport network. It should recognise the future potential 
closure of Queenstown Airport for all but VTOL, together with the development of an airport near 
Tarras for all scheduled domestic and international air services. 
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This Spatial Plan need not formulate a view or take a position of support or against either airport 
scenario. But it cannot blankly ignore the alternative scenario when there is real potential that it 
may eventuate, and when this would have such significant effects on spatial planning within the 
district. 

The proposed new airport near Tarras is clearly within the 30-year timeframe of this Spatial Plan and 
its opening would certainly cause reflection on the wisdom of retaining Queenstown Airport in 
Frankton. Regardless of whether local political leadership supported it, a Tarras airport would force 
far greater recognition of Queenstown Airport’s opportunity costs, and the enormous potential 
value for its high-density urban development as a fully integrated metropolitan centre. 

As such, the Spatial Plan should at the very least consider the effects of alternative scenarios to 
ensure that it can anticipate and adapt to such changes and mitigate the overall strategy against 
potential risks. 

That, after all, is the purpose of long-term spatial planning. 

3 Changes sought. 
We seek the following changes to the draft Spatial Plan. 

3.1 Include the obvious alternative airport scenario. 

We ask that the plan be amended to explicitly include the potential of two different airport scenarios 
that could develop over the 30-year timeframe of the Spatial Plan. The alternatives are, either: 

1. QAC’s dual airport scenario 
This would have QAC continuing to provide for all scheduled flight services within the 
district, either with Queenstown Airport alone or with its dual airport plan using both 
Queenstown and Wānaka Airports, or 
 

2. CIAL’s new regional airport. 
This would have all scheduled flight services relocated to CIAL’s proposed new regional 
airport near Tarras, together with the closure of Queenstown Airport for all but VTOL 
operations, fixed wing GA operations transferred to a new airfield on Queenstown Hill or to 
Kingston airfield, and the development of all of Frankton Flats into a fully integrated, high-
density metropolitan centre. 

3.2 Remove the Urban Corridor from the priority list. 
In recognising the potential closure of Queenstown Airport sometime in the next two or three 
decades, the Spatial Plan should recommend a delay of 10 years before any new zone changes are 
made to facilitate the Five Mile Urban Corridor. 

This would provide the most effective and almost costless mitigation against substantial suboptimal 
outcomes for the urban development of the Frankton area. 

3.3 Protect the Ladies Mile corridor 
In recognising the need for alternative emergency air lift capacity in time of civil emergency, such as 
an AF8 earthquake, ensure the retention of existing 80 m building setback that exists along most of 
Ladies Mile, and have this extended for the full length of Ladies Mile. 
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This would ensure that the Ladies Mile stretch of State Highway 6 could be engineered to serve as an 
emergency runway able to service Hercules aircraft during times of civil emergency. 

4 Risk of suboptimal outcomes 
The currently proposed Frankton Masterplan highlights the risk this draft Spatial Plan is exposed to.  

Because the Frankton Masterplan irrevocably assumes the presence and growth of Queenstown 
Airport and that its associated air noise boundaries will forever dominate Frankton Flats, the urban 
designers have been forced to locate new high-density commercial and residential zoning as far from 
the airport boundary is possible, placing it directly onto the district’s most busy and important 
arterial route – State Highway 6 at Five Mile. 

Such development would clearly be suboptimal, both compromising the district’s major arterial 
route and congesting its planned retail/commercial centre. Notwithstanding all the aspirations for 
public and active transport that will hopefully reduce vehicle numbers, it will remain a major arterial 
for increasing numbers of people. 

The proposed Frankton Masterplan runs the real risk of creating a permanent, inefficient transport 
chokepoint on this critical network link. This runs completely counter to all urban planning best 
practice throughout the country. Best practice seeks to remove through-traffic from city centres and 
improve mobility. Instead, this masterplan would build the district’s largest metropolis directly onto 
its largest arterial route, compromising both. 

It would also permanently split the potential metropolitan centre of Frankton into two smaller, 
lesser, sub- centres. 

And it would fail to achieve the extraordinary potential for substantially greater positive outcomes 
for all 16 strategies outlined in the draft Spatial Plan. These are explained further in Section 9 of this 
submission. 

The need for this suboptimal Frankton Masterplan is caused solely because of the current location of 
Queenstown Airport. If the airport were relocated, then a very much better masterplan could be 
developed for Frankton Flats. (For example, see Chapter 3, starting at page 26 of the appended 
report, Part B – Queenstown Alpine Campus) 

By ignoring alternative airport scenarios and prioritising the early development of this Frankton 
Urban Corridor, this draft Spatial Plan runs the risk of setting these suboptimal outcomes into 
concrete when it may not be necessary. 

Once such high-density zoning was in place, and that is certainly feasible within a few short years 
using Council’s next 10-Year Plan cycle, it would be almost impossible to remove, even if a 
subsequent mayor and council chose to investigate or support the relocation of scheduled air 
services away from Queenstown Airport. The opportunity to develop a much more effective and 
coherent metropolis centre at Frankton would have been permanently lost, and an inefficient 
transport bottleneck and congested town centre would have been permanently locked in. 

This suboptimal outcome could be easily avoided if the Spatial Plan simply acknowledged the risk of 
the alternative airport scenario. It could then determine appropriate mitigations that protect against 
such planning failures. Simply, for example, delaying the full rezoning of the Five Mile Urban corridor 
by 5 or 10 years would allow the airport location questions to be resolved before the Five Mile 
Urban Corridor zone change was locked in permanently. 
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5 Ignoring alternative airport scenarios is a fundamental 
failure. 

It is abundantly clear that the local political leadership under Mayor Boult is opposed to the 
relocation of scheduled air services away from Frankton. The Spatial Plan, however, is more than Mr 
Boult. It is a long-term vision and framework for the region that is professionally developed by QLDC 
in partnership with central government and Kāi Tahu. 

For this 30-year vision, the question of airport growth and its location cannot be a sleepy, foregone 
conclusion that can be set aside and be simply assumed for this Spatial Plan. It is a hotly contested 
political debate that has raged in the region for three years and the outcome is far from certain. This 
active airport debate will not go on endlessly. We would expect some clarity of final outcomes over 
the next 5 to 10 years. It is both imperative and simple for this Spatial Plan to recognise this short-
term uncertainty regarding the airport scenarios. 

The uncertain outcome from the airport debate is also no reason for this Spatial Plan to simply run 
with the status quo and ignore the alternative scenario. The airport location is the single biggest 
spatial planning variable over which the district has control, and the outcome will have massive 

Alpine city campus design concept 

THIS IMAGE SHOWS THE CONCEPTUAL ALPINE CITY DESIGN PROPOSED BY DAVID JERRAM AND GILLIAN MACLEOD. FRANKTON 

FLATS OFFERS A UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY FOR A FULLY INTEGRATED, HIGH-DENSITY SMART CITY. 
1. CENTRAL PEDESTRIAN BOULEVARD 
2. OVERBRIDGE CONNECTING TO LAKE 
3. TRANSPORT HUB INTEGRATING SURFACE VEHICLES AND VTOL 
4. EXISTING AIRPORT BUILDINGS REPURPOSED AS COMMUNITY FACILITIES, COUNCIL OFFICES OR CONFERENCE CENTRE 
5. CONNECTIONS LINK RING ROAD TO INNER CARLESS COMMUNITY 
6. INNER CIRCULAR ROUTE ENABLE EFFECTIVE CONTINUOUS PUBLIC TRANSPORT 
7. NORTH-SOUTH ROUTES AND COMMERCIAL ZONE LINK ALL RETAIL/COMMERCIAL ZONES 
8. SUBSTANTIAL MEDICAL/HOSPITAL PRECINCT MEETS DISTRICT’S NEEDS WELL INTO THE FUTURE 
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effects on the district’s spatial planning options. Locking into a single scenario without allowing for 
this alternative possibility carries the high risk of permanent suboptimal planning, zoning and 
network outcomes that could have otherwise been easily mitigated against. 

6 We are currently uninformed. 
There has been no professional study or work done to assess alternatives to retaining Queenstown 
Airport in Frankton, so there is yet no credible information available to help inform the public or 
decision-makers. This ignorance has been purposefully achieved. Under the district’s current political 
leadership, all planning and strategic analysis has been directed to explicitly avoid researching or 
understanding the options for the opportunities different airport scenarios may present. For 
example: 

6.1 Frankton Masterplan terms of reference 

The terms of reference of the Frankton master planning process explicitly retained the growing 
airport within Frankton. Public consultation and workshops prevented an excluded any 
consideration or discussion of possibly designing Frankton with a relocated or reduced airport. At 
the public meeting presenting the draft masterplan, QLDC’s general manager of property and 
infrastructure, advised by the CEO, refused to allow even the display of an alternative master plan 
with the airport relocated, despite it having been prepared independently by urban design 
professionals. 

6.2 MartinJenkins social and economic impact assessment 
The terms of reference for MartinJenkins social and economic impact assessment of alternative 
airport scenarios did include one of a new regional airport but this explicitly did not allow for the 
many benefits possible from the concentrated urban development of Frankton made possible by the 
closure of Queenstown Airport (for all but VTOL). Despite that option being central to much of the 
community debate on the issue, including public forums hosted by two of the most affected 
community associations and attended by 300 people. 

Even so, the MartinJenkins assessment found that a new regional airport would provide the greatest 
economic benefit for the region, with the only diminishing aspect being the scenario did not have it 
open for operation soon enough. 

Council leadership appears to have ignored or suppressed these findings, having had no public or 
closed workshops for counsellors to consider the report in the year since it was delivered. It has 
simply been received and put aside. In apparent window-dressing, QAC’s statement of intent has 
simply noted it will “consider” the MartinJenkins report in its planning. 

6.3 Spatial Plan consultation 

6.3.1 MartinJenkins findings ignored. 
Public consultation workshops for the Spatial Plan have also excluded any discussion of the 
relocation of Frankton Airport. The Spatial Plan Community Consultation Report acknowledges 
concerns expressed in public workshops (p 11). The then-ongoing MartinJenkins socio-economic 
analysis was the reason given for not discussing the district’s single biggest spatial planning variable 
at those workshops. 
 
It’s now more than a year since the MartinJenkins report was published, finding that a new regional 
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airport would deliver the greatest economic prosperity for the district (even without factoring in the 
substantial benefits from closing Queenstown airport and urban densification of Frankton). 

Despite the Community Consultation Report claiming it would use the “fact-based assessment … to 
inform the draft Spatial Plan” (p 11 of the), it clearly hasn’t. If it had, the finding on the new regional 
airport scenario combined with CIAL’s land purchase near Tarras would cause the draft Spatial Plan 
to acknowledge the greater economic prosperity possible from a new regional airport and reflect on 
the viability of Queenstown Airport within the plan’s 30-year timeframe. 
 
First, the MartinJenkins work was used to deflect discussion, now its findings are simply ignored. 

6.3.2 Workshop maps unclear 
In the Spatial Plan’s Wakatipu workshops, the three maps used to choose between main centres, 
connected centres and dispersed options didn’t even show the airport in Frankton. 

How could anyone expect participants to choose the main centres option (development 
concentrated on Frankton Flats) when that area is obviously consumed by the airport, meaning no 
one would want to live there squashed into the periphery of this high industrial noise area. This puts 
into serious question the validity of conclusions that can be drawn from the choices participants 
made.  
 

 

6.4 It’s time to get it right. 

As a 30-year vision and framework for our region, the Spatial Plan must surely grapple with the big 
strategic questions such as airport location rather than ignore them. And in doing so, surely it must 
seek good quality information on which to base its conclusions. 

We have headed this submission with the Māori wisdom: “Ko te kai a te Rangatira he kōrero” – the 
food of chiefs is dialogue. Such wisdom has not been evident in any of the airport debate, with local 
political leadership excluding and obstructing all opposing viewpoints and discussion. We have 
instead a narrow-viewed focus that places airport needs ahead of community well-being and high-

 
Main Centres map used during Spatial Plan consultation 
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volume bums-on-seats airport proximity ahead of sensible long-term planning for a healthy and 
sustainable district. 

By excluding any consideration of alternative airport scenarios in the Spatial Plan, we would fail to 
ensure that its vision would indeed deliver the best spatial, urban and infrastructure planning for our 
district’s wellbeing. 

Our communities deserve better. They have a right to expect that the development of a 30-year 
vision and framework intended to develop the best social, cultural, environmental and economic 
well-being for them would take an unbiased and honest approach using merit-based analysis rather 
than a narrow commercial and politically driven predetermination. 

7 Is the alternative airport scenario credible? 
If it were highly unlikely that Queenstown Airport would ever be relocated, then it would be 
reasonable for the Spatial Plan to ignore CIAL’s Tarras proposal and its potential impact on 
Queenstown Airport. But this is not the case. The likelihood has increased substantially over the past 
two years, and the decision whether to relocate the airport is almost wholly a political one that is far 
from impossible, even in the near term. 

7.1 Hanging on to the old ways 

The refusal to consider or assess the relocation of Queenstown Airport results from incumbent 
inertia controlling the political process. As such, it is open to change at every electoral cycle, is 
susceptible to public opinion and influenced by new information, all of which are near-term events 
that fall well within the 30-year timeframe of this Spatial Plan. 

Any new idea such as relocating Queenstown Airport needs time to take hold. The first reason 
Mayor Boult gave to retain the airport in Frankton in an interview with Crux (21/5/2019) was “the 
airport was put there for the very good and proper reason because it’s close to the town.” But when 
the airport was first gazetted in 1936 it was also a time when the steamboat Earnslaw carted sheep 
to the steam train Kingston Flyer, and the largely empty Frankton Flats was some distance from 
Queenstown and used only occasionally by small aircraft. 

Our district, and indeed the world, is experiencing rapid change and such luddite thinking has little 
merit when we are engaged in developing a 30-year vision for our rapidly growing district. 

7.2 Times have changed. 

As the illustration below shows, we are no longer dealing with a small airport occasionally used near 
Queenstown, but with a large and rapidly expanding international jet airport situated in the dead 
centre of the district’s major metropolis. 
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It is impossible to imagine that any urban planner would ever recommend the situation illustrated 
above if they were planning the district from scratch. If it were absolutely necessary and there was 
absolutely no other way to resolve the district’s need for air connectivity, then maybe such planner 
could reluctantly resign themselves to the airport’s location. 

7.3 We are not trapped – we have choices. 
We have historical urban development and infrastructure networks that make Frankton the most 
logical centre for the district’s largest metropolis as shown in the draft Spatial Plan. 

But, as the MartinJenkins report confirms and as CIAL’s land purchase enables, our district’s air 
connectivity is not dependent on having its major international airport located in the middle of 
Frankton. We have choices. 

7.4 Obstructive political leadership 
Current leadership in the district refuses even to acknowledge we have a choice. Far from seeking 
information or analysis that could inform our choices, our leadership is obstructing any information 
gathering, excluding it from the terms of reference of all analysis, planning or consultation, and 
publicly denouncing alternative options with often ill-informed statements such as a new airport 
would cost more than $2 billion (it wouldn’t), that it’s morally reprehensible for CIAL to undermine 
the commercial value of QAC (it wouldn’t, QAC’s value could quadruple several times over as a 
Frankton property developer), that it would be legally impossible to achieve, and so forth. 

7.5 Listen to the experts. 

It is far more instructive to listen to the voices of those knowledgeable professionals who have skin 
in the game. 

Senior executives at Christchurch International Airport Ltd, with commercial experience, industry-
specific expertise and resource to properly assess the situation have determined it worth putting 

    A busy international Jet Airport in the centre of town! 

 
Map illustration of the Wakatipu connected centres as proposed in the draft Spatial Plan (page 52) with the property 

boundary of Queenstown Airport and the 55 dB air noise boundaries superimposed. 
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$45 million up front to secure land near Tarras, a consolidated holding five times the size of 
Queenstown Airport. They estimate the total cost of the new airport to be $800 million, with 
planning, consent and construction potentially achievable within 10 years. 

Similarly, Air New Zealand has advised QAC, in its submission on the proposed expansion of air noise 
boundaries, that QAC would be unlikely to meet the airline’s future service requirements even with 
its dual airport strategy and explicitly called for a new regional airport. 

7.6 Major changes increase the likelihood of airport relocation. 

Other major changes have occurred since Mr Boult’s interview with Crux where he described the 
notion to relocate Queenstown Airport as “the silliest thing I’ve heard.” 

7.6.1 QAC expansion plans rebuffed. 
QAC has suffered massive public resistance to its dual airport expansion plans. Its public consultation 
for the expansion of its air noise boundaries in the Wakatipu saw the district’s largest ever 
community response, with 92.5% of 1507 submissions being opposed. It’s expansion plans for 
Wānaka Airport has seen 3 ½ thousand residents join in active opposition, with Wānaka 
Stakeholders Group engaging in legal action to challenge the process and plans. 

7.6.2 MartinJenkins finds greater prosperity from new regional airport. 
The MartinJenkins economic and social impact assessment identified that a new regional airport 
would enable greater economic prosperity than QAC’s dual airport strategy. In that pre-Covid 
assessment, the analysis showed a new airport would be even better if operational within 10 years, 
rather than their 15-year presumption. 

7.6.3 CIAL purchases 750 ha near Tarras. 
Catching many by surprise, CIAL’s land purchase has replaced the hypothetical with a real and 
credible alternative, one with the incentive and capacity to deliver. It has also expanded influence 
and control beyond local political leadership. 

7.6.4 Covid 19 challenges business-as-usual tourism economy 
Covid 19 has caused a seismic disruption of the district’s economy, massively exposing its high 
dependence on international tourism. This has led to significant community reflection and calls for 
change. The business-as-usual model dependent on high-volume tourism is being seriously 
questioned, openly challenging the presumptive need for visitors to be able to access their hotels 
within 15 minutes of landing, instead of taking one hour if the airport were near Tarras. 

It’s hard to achieve fundamental structural change when the economy is barrelling along as it has for 
the past 10 years in Queenstown Lakes District. The shock from Covid 19 gives a rare opportunity to 
reflect and rebuild. This increases the willingness for our community to consider fundamental 
structural changes such as the relocation of Queenstown Airport and densification of Frankton. 

7.6.5 Covid 19 increases calls for economic diversification. 
The major economic disruption caused by Covid 19 has also accelerated demands for economic 
diversification. The immediate proximity of Queenstown Airport on Frankton Flats inhibits such 
diversification by both fuelling tourism and undermining the potential to develop the Frankton Flats 
as a world-class, walkable, smart city campus specifically designed to meet the needs and aspirations 
of knowledge-based enterprise – a place where, as Sir Paul Callaghan extolled, talent wants to live. 

(See Chapter 3, starting at page 26 of the appended report, Part B – Queenstown Alpine Campus an 
example of such a design) 
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7.6.6 Climate change increasingly drives policy. 
Public concerns regarding climate change are growing rapidly and increasingly drive public policy and 
commercial activity. 

While climate activists have been quick to condemn the new airport proposal near Tarras, with 94% 
of Wānaka Stakeholders Group surveyed members citing climate change is their primary opposition 
to this new airport proposal, these objections could quickly change into support. A thorough 
emissions analysis that included the closure of Queenstown Airport (for all but VTOL) and the urban 
densification of Frankton would show a new Tarras airport could offer far more effective mitigation 
of climate change than QAC’s dual airport proposal or having only Queenstown Airport operating 
scheduled air services. 

Proper emissions analysis comparing QAC’s dual airport proposal against CIAL’s new airport near 
Tarras combined with the densification of Frankton as the district’s major fully integrated 
metropolitan centre would soon have those concerned with climate change advocating for the 
redesign and densification of Frankton instead of retaining its airport. This is explained more fully in 
Section 8.5. 

7.6.7 Replacement of RMA legislation. 
The proposed abolishment of the RMA and its replacement likely next year with legislation 
specifically intended to facilitate wise, integrated urban and network development is another major 
enabling change that increases the likelihood for Queenstown Airport’s closure in favour of a new 
regional airport near Tarras. 

CIAL will find the legal process easier, as a thorough and integrated network analysis will 
unequivocally show its advantages ahead of QAC’s dual airport plans. 

7.6.8 National oversight of air transport network 
Less certain, but also possible, is that the air transport network be considered under some 
government oversight, such as national roads with the NZTA. Central government is reviewing the 
country’s national infrastructure and how best to all plan for them. 

The current debacle that proposes three competing international airports within 70 km, all driven by 
independent, competing local interests despite mostly public ownership, is obviously not the best 
way to develop the most effective national air transport network. Already there are many calls to 
central government to take some initiative to resolve these conflicts to achieve a more effective 
outcome. 

Any such national oversight would almost certainly favour a single regional airport together with the 
closure of Queenstown Airport and densification of Frankton. 

7.7 Possible, even likely. 

What may have been a fanciful idea just two years ago is now a real possibility. It is increasingly 
untenable to propose a 30-year, long-term vision for an urban spatial plan in the Queenstown Lakes 
District that flatly ignores these trends and uncertainty regarding the district’s airports. 

8 Would an alternative airport scenario be desirable? 
Better for climate change mitigation. Better for economic prosperity. Better for social, cultural and 
environmental well-being.  
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8.1 Relocation would be hugely positive. 

These positive outcomes are unequivocal. They become obvious to anyone prepared to investigate 
with any depth. As evidence, we have appended to this submission the draft report titled Part B – 
Queenstown Alpine City Campus and ask that you read this as part of our submission. This is the first 
half of an independent report that provides some of the analysis and information that has so far 
been absent from any political or public debate on these issues. 

8.2 Massively increase commercial value of QAC. 

Even the business case for QAC falls greatly in favour of relocation. It’s 165 ha Frankton landholdings 
currently valued at $220 million would more than quintuple in value if this were rezoned from its 
current predominantly rural general zoning to high-density mixed-use. With the company majority-
owned by Council, such zoning change would be no different and less difficult than the processes 
being applied to Ladies Mile or proposed for the Five Mile Urban and Southern Transit corridors. 

A tremendous advantage over any other options, is that most of this massive billion-dollar value gain 
would be captured by the district’s community through Council’s 75% ownership of QAC, instead of 
by a few lucky private individuals. 

QAC’s pre-Covid enterprise value of $480 million would similarly balloon if its commercial focus 
changed from airport property management to developer of the Frankton metropolis. 

QAC is fundamentally a property management and development company. It is not involved in 
aircraft management or operations, airline scheduling, flight control, customs or border protection. 
It’s business revenue comes from developing buildings and leasing these to various retail stores, 
charging aircraft for landing on the runway it maintains and car parking fees. It already has the skills 
and competencies that would allow it to pivot and achieve far greater business value from its 165 ha 
Frankton land by developing a high-density metropolis than it currently can using the land as an 
airport. 

Owning 165 ha centrally located in the developed metropolis of Frankton, QAC could become one of 
the largest and most profitable commercial property companies in New Zealand. 

8.3 Better for QAC shareholders. 
QAC’s shareholders would also be far better recompensed. Instead of an uncertain pre-Covid $5 
million annual dividend, QLDC would be guaranteed a minimum $16.5 million additional rates from 
the rezoned land. To this could be added any capital disbursement to both shareholders from land 
sold at much greater prices than it is currently valued, and much greater annual dividends if QAC 
were to focus on property development and management for rental and lease revenues. 

As the 75% majority owner of QAC, our Council and therefore local community would get most of 
the windfall value gain from the 165 ha that would be rezoned from predominantly rural general to 
high-density mixed-use. This value gain would normally be lost to the community and go to the 
benefit of private landholders. 

If the QAC property company sold long-term lease rights to develop and occupy, substantial annual 
dividends would be permanently assured, presenting a significant revenue for Council to offset 
against rates or substantially increase infrastructure investment across the district.  

Under current leadership, Council is pursuing the absurd view that a CIAL owned regional airport 
near Tarras would threaten its financial investment in QAC. On this false premise, Council has 
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encouraged QAC to aggressively assert its commercial interests, to the extent of even trying to hide 
QAC’s commercial planning from the statement of intent process. 

8.4 Better for communities’ well-being. 

Careful analysis shows that a similar quantum benefit would accrue across the district for most 
stakeholders and the community generally, substantially enhancing the district’s social, cultural and 
economic well-being. As well as the significant commercial and economic prosperity, the district and 
its communities would have greatly improved social cultural and environmental well-being. I 
encourage you read the appended Part B – Alpine City Campus for an explanation of these. 

8.5 Better for climate mitigation. 

Future climate mitigation would also be greatly improved if Frankton Airport were relocated, as any 
comprehensive analysis would quickly substantiate. Certainly, three international airports within 60 
km makes no sense in the face of climate change (or for any reason). But a single regional airport 
near Tarras instead of two major airports within 50 km starts to make much more sense. 

QAC’s dual airport expansion plans proposed more emissions producing construction than the 
construction of CIAL’s single new regional airport. While never publicly acknowledged by QAC or 
local political leadership, this is evident from its Queenstown Airport master plan and its public 
statements regarding proposals for Wānaka Airport. The 30-year plan envisaged 5.1 million 
passenger movements through Frankton plus 3 million in Wānaka, requiring a full rebuild of all 
terminals, parking and other facilities at Queenstown Airport, as well as new construction in Wānaka 
equivalent in size to the existing Queenstown Airport facilities. Also included was a new aircraft taxi 
runway in Queenstown and a newly constructed jet capable runway at Wānaka Airport. With the 
many duplicated facilities resulting from using two locations, this total construction would exceed 
any construction to achieve similar passenger volumes at a new single greenfield regional airport 
built by CIAL. 

When coupled with the substantial reduction in per-person emissions made possible through greatly 
increased urban density and network centralisation on Frankton Flats, then the benefits for climate 
change mitigation become clearer. 

A Tarras location would also reduce surface travel emissions. As much as 50% of those using 
Queenstown Airport currently travel in and out of the Wakatipu for their flights according to data 
published by QAC during the air noise boundary consultation. High-quality, electric airport express 
bus services from Tarras to Queenstown, Wānaka, Cromwell and Alexandra would both reduce 
private and rental vehicular traffic, and far more quickly increase the proportion of travellers 
conveyed by renewable electricity rather than carbon fuels. A full surface transport analysis would 
also factor in the reduction of private and rental vehicle travel by tourists who arrive through 
Christchurch Airport and then drive to the Queenstown Lakes District. With an international airport 
near Tarras, much of this surface travel could be reduced. 

A major long-term benefit for climate mitigation is that it would also decrease local business 
dependence on tourism and so reduce their constant pressure to grow visitor volumes. With the 
Frankton metropolitan centre explicitly designed to suit the needs of high-value, knowledge-based 
enterprise, whose participants would live permanently in the district, the proportion of businesses 
dependent on tourism fuelled by long haul international and domestic flights would significantly 
decrease. Reducing the local economic dependence on tourism is one of the best long-term 
strategies to mitigate climate change. 
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8.6 Council misguided. 

Council leadership appears misguided regarding its community governance role under the LGA. 

It appears to view its ownership of QAC falsely and narrowly in the framework of private enterprise, 
focusing on company value and profit instead of Council’s responsibility to its communities to 
provide for all their social, cultural, environmental and economic well-being. Even in its focus on 
company value, it fails to recognise the massive potential financial gain if QAC could change to be 
the Frankton metropolis property developer instead of a property company leasing out airport 
space. 

Council leadership also appears to believe it crucial that QLDC should own and control the region’s 
airport. It fails to recognise that its communities’ social, cultural, economic and environmental well-
being could be perfectly well served by a well-functioning regional airport regardless of who owns it. 
In a parallel situation, it would make no sense for the local Council to insist it should own and pay for 
the state highways within its district when the central government is prepared to do this. 

Council leadership also refuses to engage in or promote any analysis that could inform debate on the 
trade-off in community well-being to be gained from the sensible development of Frankton Flats as 
the district’s major metropolitan centre vs the effects of having the airport slightly further away 
from Queenstown – though closer to the greater district and region. 

In this way, it has focused its response to CIAL’s Tarras proposal from the perspective of private 
equity shareholder, rather than from its governance responsibilities to promote the much wider 
reaching and integrated outcomes for all its communities’ social, cultural, environmental and 
economic well beings. 

8.7 Should be part of the 30-year vision. 

It is clear from our independent analysis presented in the appended Part B – Queenstown Alpine 
Campus, that the alternative airport scenario would provide substantially greater benefits to the 
region compared with QAC’s dual airport plans. For this reason, the Spatial Plan should not be blind 
to these opportunities and should remain conceptually open to alternative airport scenarios. 

There is a crucial role for the central government and Kāi Tahu, as partners in developing this spatial 
plan, to ensure that it will achieve the best well-being outcomes for the district. 

9 Aligned with the Spatial Plan goals and values. 
If an alternative airport scenario were detrimental to achieving the Spatial Plan’s values and goals, 
then it could be understandable that the plan might resist acknowledging it. But this is not the case. 

The CIAL Tarras proposal combined with the closure of Queenstown Airport for all but VTOL would 
far more effectively achieve the values and goals set out in the draft Spatial Plan. 

This is made clear in the following table that compares outcomes listed in the draft Spatial Plan with 
those that could be achieved if Queenstown Airport were relocated and Frankton was redesigned as 
a fully integrated, high-density urban campus along the lines we suggest in the appended report: 
Part B – Queenstown Alpine Campus. 

Enormously positive, wide reaching and long-term opportunities directly in line with the Spatial Plan 
values and goals would be enabled by the densification of Frankton as an integrated metropolis. This 
gives compelling reason for the Spatial Plan to acknowledge the potential of alternative airport 
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scenarios. Failing to acknowledge alternative airport scenarios would, in the near term, undermine 
and permanently diminish these opportunities. 

It is imperative, therefore, that the Spatial Plan should acknowledge the potential for regional and 
international air services to be relocated to CIAL’s proposed airport near Tarras to allow Frankton 
flats to be developed as a fully integrated metropolitan centre. 

 

Outcomes  

and 

Strategies  

 

Improved spatial plan outcome from the alternative airport scenario. 

Scenario: A new regional airport near Tarras combined with closure of 
Queenstown Airport (for all but VTOL) to allow development of a fully 
integrated metropolitan centre on Frankton Flats. 

Desired Outcome: Consolidated growth and more housing choice 
Strategy 1 
Increase density 
in appropriate 
locations 

Frankton Flats Metropolitan Centre. 

Frankton Flats is the most appropriate location in the whole district for 
increased density. This is abundantly clear from the map provided on page 52 in 
the draft Spatial Plan which shows the large metropolitan centre of Te Kirikiri / 
Frankton. This total metropolitan densification of Frankton makes the most 
perfect sense of all other spatial planning elements, including the transport and 
other infrastructure networks. 

Historical Prescience 

This has been obvious from the outset. When the Otago Provincial Council first 
reviewed the Wakatipu district as part of William Rees land lease applications in 
1861, the then superintendent Major John Richardson designated Frankton Flats 
for the future township. That’s why William Rees located his homestead in 
Queenstown Bay, because if he based himself more centrally on Frankton Flats, 
he would have forfeited the right to purchase the 80 acres surrounding his 
homestead. For the same reason, when moving from Queenstown Bay he 
relocated not onto the Flats but to the south of Kawarau Falls. It’s why the 
hospital that he helped build was located on the Flats, the presumed site for the 
township. 

Construction Suitability 

Frankton Flats is amongst the most geologically stable land in the Wakatipu, 
significantly reducing seismic risk for urban construction. It offers the largest 
concentration of flat, stable and easily used land for construction. It is one of the 
sunniest locations in the Wakatipu, greatly increasing its liveability, especially in 
winter. 

Existing Ring Road and Transport Network 

Frankton Flats already has a fully formed ring road in place that is well-
connected to the suburban developments that spring from it, like spokes from 
the central hub of a wheel, such as Quail Rise, the eastern corridor, the southern 
corridor, Kelvin Heights, and Goldfield Heights through to Queenstown. 
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This ring road would give multiple access points to the space inside while 
protecting it from unnecessary through traffic and congestion, creating the most 
fantastically liveable, virtually carless, fully integrated place to live in the district. 

Existing Metropolitan Facilities 

Frankton already has a substantial collection of retail, commercial, educational, 
medical, sporting, recreational and cultural facilities that would all be fully 
accessible using active transport for as many as 30,000 residents that would 
finally be accommodated within the Flats. Much of the Wakatipu’s future 
population could easily choose to be carless if based on Frankton Flats. 

Rezoning Simplicity 

Council, through QAC, is the 75% majority owner of the 165 ha of Queenstown 
Airport, which simplifies the rezoning from its current mostly rural-general to 
high-density mixed-use. 

Community Captures Value 

QAC ownership would also deliver 75% of the massive multi-billion-dollar gain in 
land value directly to Council and therefore to the district’s communities instead 
of to a few lucky private landowners. 

This value, together with similarly massive increases in QAC’s enterprise value 
and annual dividends paid to Council, as it pivots from being an airport provider 
to metropolis developer, would provide unprecedented resource for Council 
future funding of districtwide infrastructure. 

No other location could deliver such financial benefit to the district’s 
communities. 

Draft Spatial Plan Vision Is Undermined. 

The draft Spatial Plan’s failure to use all Frankton Flats as a fully integrated 
metropolis is shown on page 60 of the draft plan. Instead of a single, large 
centre shown on the first map on page 52, the grand vision diminishes into two 
smaller, lesser, disconnected centres, neither being sufficient to ever give the 
district a decent sized or fully integrated metropolitan centre that could help 
promote the regions develop beyond its tourist centric economy. 

Even worse, the diminished vision would degrade future liveability with an 
Urban Corridor on State Highway 6 that would both restrict a vital arterial route 
and congest the urban centre being created with the inevitable through traffic. 

Instead of the existing ring road becoming an effective protector and nourisher 
of a carless centre, the proposed split into two centres to the north and south of 
the Flats would force more traffic to travel back and forth. 

Conclusion  

The alternative airport scenario would much more effectively enable location of 
greatest urban density onto Frankton Flats, the most appropriate location. 

Strategy 2 
Deliver 
responsive and 
cost-effective 
infrastructure 

Frankton Metropolitan Centre 

The full use of Frankton Flats for a fully integrated metropolitan centre would: 

1. Enable by far the most efficient and effective infrastructural networks 
for the Wakatipu Basin,  
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2. Enable far more effective supply chain with greater cost and operational 
efficiencies improving their effectiveness and profitability, 

3. Provide significantly more ongoing Council revenue to fund future 
infrastructural investment throughout the district. 

4. Enable more cost-effective air connectivity. 

In the Wakatipu Basin 
Public, private and active transport, the three waters, energy, communications, 
and all such networks could be delivered much more efficiently and provide 
much more effective utility if the Frankton metropolitan centre included the 
whole of Frankton Flats. The much greater central concentration and stronger 
connection of that centre to the suburban spokes would ensure this. 

The densification of Frankton would also enable the most cost-effective 
construction and operation of these networks, reducing the collective burden 
on ratepayers. 

The draft Spatial Plan already acknowledges this, with the presence of 
Queenstown Airport on Frankton Flats being the principal reason not to pursue 
the concentrated centre strategy. 

Delaying the development of the Frankton metropolitan centre for the one or 
two decades it will take to establish CIAL’s proposed airport near Tarras will 
improve the outcome. New Zealand’s mode shift from standalone suburban 
homes to higher urban concentration is accelerating, driven by the needs of 
climate change, transport efficiencies, cost savings and government policy. The 
delay will facilitate greater densification than people might currently accept, 
further improving the cost-effectiveness of infrastructure. 

 

More Efficient District Supply Chain 
The CIAL proposed airport near Tarras would more effectively deliver a cost-
effective supply chain network for the district and the wider Otago region. The 
Tarras distribution hub would combine with and strengthen that already 
developing at Cromwell. Both Tarras and Cromwell are the state highway 
gateways to the district and, unlike Queenstown, are within a single day’s return 
trip from Christchurch for commercial transport drivers. 

The greater availability of land at significantly lower prices than in the Wakatipu 
and the ability to service both Wakatipu and Wānaka markets from a single 
base, have seen many distribution, construction and other light industry 
companies centre their operations from Cromwell. This improves their 
profitability by reducing overheads, duplication and employment costs. It also 
enables more affordable accommodation options for their employees, 
compared with the extreme costs they might face in the Wakatipu or Wānaka 
centres. 

CIAL’s proposed airport near Tarras would consolidate this development, 
allowing for greater efficiencies in scale, co-location and network effects. These 
would all strengthen the district supply chain and reduce the need for light 
industrial land use within the scarce and increasingly expensive Wakatipu and 
Wānaka centres. 

QAC’s current dual airport plans could never deliver a more cost effective or 
efficient supply network for the region than CIAL’s proposed single regional 
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airport. The dual airports plan would cause far greater inefficiencies than just 
the inevitable and unnecessary duplication costs inherent in the construction 
and operation of two airports instead of one. 

This same inefficiency and greater cost would also permanently undermine all 
ancillary businesses associated with or servicing the airports, airlines, travellers 
or distribution channels, and even the airlines themselves. These would all face 
unnecessary increased fixed, operational and employment costs from the need 
to operate from two geographically separate and comparatively expensive 
locations. QAC’s dual airport plan would permanently undermine the 
profitability and therefore wages of all such businesses. 

Funding Source for Districtwide Infrastructure 

As explained previously, the urban densification of QAC’s 165 ha landholding on 
Frankton Flats would provide a massive source of funds to Council that could be 
used for additional infrastructure investment throughout the district. 

As QAC pivoted from being an airport provider to Frankton metropolis 
developer, Council would benefit from 75% of: 

• the massive multi-billion-dollar gain in QAC’s rezoned land value, 

• a massive increase in annual dividends paid from QAC, if it retained 
ownership of the 165 ha in the middle of metropolitan Frankton, selling 
long-term lease development options. Such lease revenues could last in 
perpetuity as QAC became the country’s largest property management 
company, 

• occasional capital return if QAC chose to sell rather than lease some 
land, and 

• far greater rates revenue from the rezoned 165 ha. 

 

More Responsive and Cost-Effective Air Connectivity 

Our district is isolated and distant, and so relies heavily on air-transport. This is 
currently provided by QLDC through its 75% ownership of QAC. 

This comes at massive cost to the ratepayers of this district, a cost of which 
most people are unaware or choose to ignore. 

There is, for example, enormous value, as much as $2 billion, tied up by the 
airport in QAC’s 165 ha of Frankton land and this land use has enormous 
opportunity cost given it could otherwise be used for the district’s major 
metropolitan centre. QAC needs extensive borrowing to develop and maintain 
its airport infrastructure. 

QAC’s proposed dual airport expansion is unquestionably an inefficient and 
unnecessarily costly infrastructure model. Major regional and international 
airports benefit from scale, enabling multiple capital, operational and network 
efficiencies. QAC’s dual airport model that would locate two major hubs within 
50 km runs completely counter to this logic. The only reason prompting QAC 
into this model is that airport expansion at Frankton is limited. It’s choice to 
develop an overflow second airport near Wānaka is fundamentally flawed. 
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With CIAL already having paid $45 million for land near Tarras, it is clear CIAL is 
fully prepared to take over all scheduled air services necessary to maintain and 
enhance the district’s air connectivity.  

A single, centrally located regional airport would provide far more cost-effective 
connectivity infrastructure for the district and wider region.  

Queenstown Airport is out on a limb relative to the region’s needs. Whereas 
once a destination airport with most travellers destined for Queenstown, it now 
serves the region with more than half of travellers destined for outside the 
Wakatipu, mostly into central Otago, according to data published by QAC during 
its air noise boundary consultation. This suggests that CIAL’s location near Tarras 
would be more convenient for most users. 

A central airport location near Tarras would be far more responsive to the 
district’s changing needs. It would enable a vastly more efficient and cost-
effective travel and supply chain network. It would have far less opportunity 
costs. It would be more resilient to a downturn in air travel.  

CIAL’s 750 ha landholding near Tarras is sufficient to provide significant 
expansion if necessary. But equally if demand for long haul travel were to trend 
downwards because of Covid 19 or climate change, then airport operations 
could easily decrease with little investment or opportunity costs. 

This contrasts with the QAC dual airport model which would have sunk more 
capital into dual facilities and, much more concerningly, have far greater 
opportunity costs. The cost of not having used Frankton Flats for a 
comprehensive metropolitan centre and instead having it committed to 
decreasing air services is untenable. Even today there is thousandfold difference 
between the opportunity cost for QAC’s Frankton land compared with CIAL’s 
bare, dry farmland near Tarras. 

Conclusion 

Relocation of all scheduled air services to a CIAL’s proposed airport near Tarras 
would release several billion dollars of land value to the benefit of ratepayers 
that could be used to fund other necessary infrastructure, return many times 
more annual revenues to QLDC through substantially increased rates and 
dividend revenues from QAC, which would help offset residents’ rates, provide 
substantially more funding for capital and operational infrastructure investment 
throughout the district and allow far more effective use of Frankton flats for a 
metropolitan centre. It would create a more efficient, cost effective supply and 
transport network, ensure greater resilience and responsive capacity for 
increase or decrease in air travel. It would ensure far more cost-effective, 
resilient and responsive capacity for all infrastructure networks within the 
Wakatipu. 

The alternative airport scenario would much more effectively deliver responsive 
and cost-effective infrastructure. 

Strategy 3 
Improve 
housing 
diversity and 
choice 

Improved Housing Density. 

The draft Spatial Plan already recognises that the “Main Centres” option of 
focusing urban densification across all Frankton would achieve the greatest 
housing diversity. 
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Past market-led developments have invariably resulted in an overabundance of 
standalone, low-rise housing primarily because these developments provide the 
easiest, low risk return for developers. The eastern and southern corridors 
proposed in the draft Spatial Plan go some way to improving housing density 
and therefore increasing housing diversity. 

The full urbanisation of Frankton Flats, with the airport relocated, would further 
diversify housing by including a significant amount of even higher-density 
central metropolis housing. 

A mode shift in housing needs to occur, like that required for transport. The 
increased housing densities in the proposed eastern and southern corridors 
begin this mode transition. Within a couple of decades, the time needed to 
relocate scheduled air services to Tarras, this mode transition will have 
accelerated, meaning even greater density will by then be acceptable for the 
Frankton metropolitan centre. 

Relocating Queenstown Airport and the densification of Frankton, together with 
the proposed eastern end southern corridors, would enable far greater diversity 
and choice of housing than enabled by the draft Spatial Plan. 

Avoiding Worker Slums 

Much of the multistorey apartment opportunity zoned in the draft Spatial Plan, 
within the proposed Urban Corridor for example, would be best suitable for 
mid-range apartments that provide for worker accommodation, rentals and 
lower cost homes. That site, hemmed in against the hills to the north and the 
arterial urban corridor to the south, and impacted by aircraft noise, would be 
like apartments developed in Gorge Road, providing needed diversity but still 
within a narrow range and limited in scope. 

In contrast, a fantastically liveable Frankton metropolitan centre covering sunny 
Frankton Flats would be a highly desirable place to live, well suited for a wide 
variety of high-density housing in 5 to 7 story complexes within a mixed-use 
zone. New developments in New Zealand, such as Wynyard Quarter in Auckland 
and the harbourfront apartments in Wellington, demonstrate the quality and 
attraction of inner-city living. 

Greater Council Control 

Relocation of the airport would provide Council with far more influence over the 
density, quality and affordability of the district’s housing. It would have control 
of both the district plan and zone rules and be the controlling owner of 165 ha 
in the middle of Frankton Flats, through its ownership of QAC. This would give it 
enormous capacity to shape the urban design and development of the Frankton 
metropolitan centre. Continued QAC ownership of the land using long-term 
lease of development rights could greatly help mitigate the excessive cost of 
land, improving housing affordability and increasing diversity of ownership 
models. 

Economic Diversification and Increased Prosperity 

Creating a fantastically liveable and mostly carless metropolitan centre on 
Frankton Flats would do far more than intensify housing options. With the 
design focus on developing the world’s most liveable knowledge campus, it 
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would provide enormous impetus to diversification of the district economy by 
attracting high-value, knowledge-based enterprise. 

Conclusion 

Relocation of the airport to use all of Frankton flats for a fully integrated 
metropolitan centre would provide the greatest diversity, affordability and 
choice for accommodation within the district. 

Strategy 4 
Provide more 
affordable 
housing options 

Greatly Improve Housing Affordability 

Using the whole of Frankton Flats for the district’s largest metropolitan centre 
would provide massively more options for affordable housing, by: 

1. a quantum increase (165 ha) in land zoned high-density mixed-use, 

2. a quantum reduction in land area in the Wakatipu constrained by air 
noise boundary designation, further significantly increasing the land 
available for residential use, 

3. reducing the threat of air noise boundary designations around Wānaka 
Airport and the consequent restrictions on the logical residential 
expansion of Luggate and Albert Town, 

4. much greater densification being appropriate within the Frankton 
metropolitan centre consuming all of Frankton Flats than would be 
suitable within the draft Spatial Plan’s combined eastern and southern 
or urban corridors. 

5. unprecedented control of land values and the negative impacts of these 
on housing affordability, by Council (through QAC) able to retain 
ownership of 165 ha in the middle of the district’s largest metropolitan 
centre by selling long-term lease rights to develop rather than private 
ownership titles to the land, 

6. transferring significant employment options to areas with substantially 
more affordable housing options by relocating the airport, ancillary and 
supply chain business operation to Cromwell and near Tarras, and 

7. by greatly increasing the attraction of this district for high-value, 
knowledge-based enterprise that pays incomes much more able to 
afford accommodation costs in the district, by having the most 
fantastically liveable Alpine City Campus that would attract New Zealand 
and global talent. 

These combined effects would substantially improve housing affordability for 
future workers in our district. They are only possible through the relocation of 
Queenstown Airport. 

Desired outcome: Public transport, walking and cycling are everyone’s first travel choice 

Strategy 5 
Ensure land use 
is concentrated, 
mixed and 
integrated with 
transport 

A Great Vision Destroyed 

The map of the Wakatipu shown on page 52 of the draft Spatial Plan makes the 
most sense for Wakatipu’s transport network. But the presumed continuing 
presence of Queenstown Airport on Frankton Flats undermines the coherency 
of this vision, resulting in the much less effective plan shown on page 60. 
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The page 60 map shows a high-density urban corridor that would severely 
constrict State Highway 6, and two smaller, lesser, disconnected centres to the 
north and south of the Flats. This would:  

1. obstruct those seeking to transit through North Frankton, 

2. congest that proposed commercial centre by having no suitable bypass 
route,  

3. split Frankton’s two centres apart and so undermine the potential for 
single central transport node, 

4. increase the need for non-active transport between the sub- centres, 

5. reduce the viability of active transport options within Frankton, and 

6. reduce the central urban density that is so essential for the efficient 
operation and successful adoption of public transport. 

These outcomes would be substantially inferior to one where the whole of 
Frankton Flats was designed as a fully integrated, comprehensive, mixed-use 
metropolitan centre. 

A Better Alternative 

Using the whole of the Flats to create a single, large metropolitan centre would 
keep the State Highway arterial routes intact, avoiding the constriction risk of 
the proposed urban corridor and separating the motorised transport away from 
intense retail and public walking zones. 

The existing ring road would provide excellent access between the metropolitan 
centre, its encircling facilities and the suburban spokes radiating outwards. 

The ring road would define and protect the metropolitan centre as a virtually 
carless zone eminently suitable for safe, active transport within and well 
connected with active transport routes to the suburban spokes.  

This protected, carless centre could aspire to be the world’s most wonderfully 
liveable metropolitan centre, a magnet for Kiwi and global talent with as many 
as 30,000 people able to live healthy lives independent of car ownership. 

Relocating Queenstown Airport to allow sensible development of a single, 
integrated metropolitan centre on Frankton Flats would far more effectively 
ensure land use is concentrated, mixed and integrated with transport. 

Strategy 6 
Coordinate a 
programme of 
travel demand 
initiatives 

Any such program would achieve much better results if it were clear from the 
outset that the whole of Frankton flats was to become a single, fully integrated 
metropolitan centre as I have described in Strategy 5 above. 

Strategy 7 
Prioritise 
investment in 
public transport 
and active 
mode networks 

Again, any such program would achieve much better results if it were clear from 
the outset that the whole of Frankton flats was to become a single, fully 
integrated metropolitan centre as I have described in Strategy 5 above. 

Desired outcome: A sustainable tourism system 
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Strategy 8 
Improve 
coordination 
across the 
tourism system 

A Tourism Reset Is Needed 

The proximity of landing 15 minutes instead of one hour from hotel 
accommodation is not in the best interests of local tourism. 

For decades we have heard of Queenstown tourism’s aspiration to move up the 
value chain, while local economic data continues to show trends of declining 
productivity. Similarly, we hear of strategies to increase the time visitors stay 
with little progress made, and to better disperse visitor numbers to the region 
but we continue to find them heavily concentrated into Queenstown.  

Despite the long-running failings of all three strategies, we have local leadership 
obstructing any discussion of the possible relocation of Queenstown Airport to 
allow you to use of the Frankton land. 

Yet, Queenstown Airport’s immediate proximity in the middle of town is likely 
the biggest impediment to achieving the three strategies identified above. The 
immediate proximity of the airport enables and amplifies the high-volume bums 
on seats demand profile aligned with short-stay, opportunistic travel. 

Appropriate Distance for the Region 

Tourist destinations the world over show that a one-hour drive from the airport 
to the hotel is perfectly acceptable. Most of the famous destinations we have 
researched, whether Whistler, Phuket, Gold Coast, Chamonix and many others, 
are significantly more than an hour’s drive from the nearest airport. 

Google maps confirms CIAL’s Tarras property is under one hour’s drive from 
Frankton. We recently confirmed this with a 7.5 m campervan, not a sports car. 
From CIAL’s land near Tarras we reached Cromwell in 13 minutes and the BP 
roundabout in Frankton in 54 minutes. 

More than half the Wakatipu population lives to the east of this BP roundabout 
and so less than one hour’s drive to the proposed airport. For the travellers 
from Central Otago, including Wānaka, Cromwell and Alexandra who, according 
to QAC data make up about half of the airport users, the Tarras location would 
be far closer and more convenient than Queenstown Airport’s location in 
Frankton. 
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Those in the Wakatipu who are affluent or too time precious to bare an 
additional 40 minute’s travel for a domestic or international flight, new electric 
drone taxis will likely be available to speed the trip. 

 
Destination Management 

A high-quality destination such as Queenstown Lakes does not need an 
international airport in the middle of its Main Street. 

Indeed, the evidence of the failing three strategies would suggest the opposite, 
Queenstown is too accessible, too easy to flit in and out of on low-cost flights 

Zephyr Airworks’ autonomous flying taxi 

 
GOOGLE FOUNDER LARRY PAGE’S COMPANY ZEPHYR AIRWORKS HAS PARTNERED WITH AIR NEW ZEALAND TO 

BRING THESE ELECTRIC, AUTONOMOUS FLYING TAXIS TO NEW ZEALAND. THEY AIM TO LAUNCH A COMMERCIAL 

NETWORK IN NEW ZEALAND BY 2024. 

Map showing traveller destinations 

DESTINATION CATCHMENT FOR TRAVELLERS USING QUEENSTOWN AIRPORT 
SOURCE: QAC DATA ANALYSED BY FLIGHPLAN2050 
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enabled by high-volume packages. A destination strategy with the airport 
located in hour away could well be more successful in developing a demand 
profile for longer-staying, high-value visitors. 

CIAL’s Tarras location would far more likely succeed in delivering the benefits of 
tourism more widely across the region than Queenstown Airport ever could, or 
than could QAC’s dual airport model. 

Queenstown airport’s location in the centre of the Wakatipu has increasing 
detrimental effects on the value and quality of the destination and of visitors’ 
experience of it. Jet aircraft noise negatively impacts the lived experience of 
both residents and tourists well beyond the designated arbitrary air noise 
boundary limits. 

Retaining and growing Queenstown Airport in Frankton would permanently 
degrade the environment and destination qualities that visitors value. 

The industrialised Frankton Flats dominated by Queenstown Airport further 
erodes the quality of this destination. It could never aspire to the outstanding, 
world leading Alpine city campus that Frankton Flats could become – an 
inspirational magnet for both visitors and talented enterprise looking for a 
permanent home. 

Conclusion 

Queenstown-based tourism would be better off in the long-term if the airport 
were relocated to CIAL’s site near Tarras. Regional tourism businesses would 
also benefit more from having the airport located centrally in Otago. 

Strategy 9 
Ensure 
infrastructure 
supports a great 
visitor 
experience 

An airport that delivers visitors into the middle of town does not support a great 
visitor experience. For the visitor, there is little to be gained from shaving off 
half an hour in travel time if that causes the destination they value to become 
an overcooked industrial zone degraded by the constant howl of jet aircraft 
taking off and landing. 

Transport infrastructure would far more surely support a great visitor 
experience if it first protected and enhanced the destination qualities most 
valued by those visitors. 

Removing the constant jet aircraft noise and the industrial zone from the middle 
of the Wakatipu Basin would be a great first step. Facilitating the development 
of an outstanding Alpine city campus that is a delight to visit and live in would be 
another. 

Developing a modern new regional airport centrally for the region would be a 
third. A single, central airport that could enable the most effective scheduling by 
airlines for timing and destinations, suffer the least disruption from adverse 
weather, and provide the most safe operation. 

Ensure that the region’s airport would have sufficient land and space at 
affordable prices to enable efficient and profitable operation of all ancillary 
businesses, such as airline support and maintenance, rental vehicle parking, 
supply chain logistics and so forth. Ensure that this is available at a single 
location, so all these businesses are not forced to operate unnecessarily from 
two separate locations, and therefore not forced to endure additional capital, 
operational and employment costs. Two airport locations would increase these 
costs without commensurate increase in market access or revenues. 
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Providing a high-quality, fully electric, express airport bus service, with on-board 
power and Wi-Fi for passengers, to connect with transport nodes and 
Queenstown, Wānaka, Cromwell and Alexandra. 

Ensuring that primary destinations such as the Wakatipu and Wānaka areas 
have high quality public and active transport options connecting walkable 
centres. 

Other infrastructure may also support a great visitor experience. But without 
question, Queenstown Airport located in Central Frankton does not, and nor 
would the dual airport network. 

Transport infrastructure would more surely support future visitor experience if 
Queenstown airport were relocated in favour of CIAL’s proposed new regional 
airport near Tarras. 

Strategy 10 
Promote a car 
free destination 

In Strategy 5 above I outlined how the relocation of Queenstown airport away 
from Frankton with all scheduled services moved to CIAL’s proposed new airport 
near Tarras would far more effectively enable public and active transport than 
would retaining Queenstown Airport in the middle of Frankton. 

If Frankton were instead designed as a fully integrated metropolitan centre as I 
have suggested, some 30,000 people could live and stay there without using 
cars. The concentrated urban density would maximise the potential and 
effectiveness of public transport connections to other areas within the Basin, 
such as Queenstown Bay, Arrowtown, the eastern corridor, the southern 
corridor and Kelvin Heights. 

The airport express, fully electric bus service outlined in Strategy 9 above would 
then deliver visitors from CIAL’s new central regional airport to transport nodes 
in Queenstown, Wānaka, Cromwell and Alexandra. The greatly enhanced public 
and active transport network centred on the metropolitan centre of Frankton 
would enable visitors to reach their accommodation and to use these systems 
for the duration of their stay. Queenstown and Frankton would each provide 
excellent carless environments. 

The visitor and residential concentration into the main centres will better 
facilitate public transport options to activities such as the ski fields, golf and so 
on. 

Desired outcome: Well-designed neighbourhoods that provide for everyday needs 

Strategy 11 
Create well-
connected 
neighbourhood
s for healthy 
communities 

Relocating the airport away from Frankton would far more effectively enable 
development of well-connected neighbourhoods for healthy communities. 

Designing one of the world’s most fantastically liveable Alpine city campuses on 
Frankton flats would be the total focus of this strategy. To be the magnet for 
Kiwi and international talent it needs to be a great community in which to live 
and work. Planning to accommodate as many as 30,000 people within the 
Frankton metropolitan centre would ensure it was large enough to attract a 
wide selection of knowledge-based enterprise that would provide the pounds 
vitality and districts economic diversification. 

A fully integrated metropolitan centre covering all of Frankton flats would 
enable a vital, prosperous and safe carless environment with all facilities within 
easy, safe active transport reach. 
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The perimeter boundaries, being geographic boundaries of rivers and mountains 
and the existing ring road, provide effective containment to help avoid urban 
sprawl and ensure that a comprehensive and cohesive plan can be developed. 

It would be exceptionally well-connected to the existing suburban areas that 
span out from it, including the proposed eastern end southern corridors. 

Significantly, it would ensure the existing urban boundaries currently within the 
Basin would remain intact for many decades, well beyond the 30-year vision of 
this spatial plan. This concentration would more easily enable quality facilities 
and infrastructure to support healthy communities and mobility to be funded 
and continue to protect the Wakatipu’s open spaces and outstanding natural 
environment. 

CIAL’s new airport near Tarras would provide additional sustainable 
employment for people in the smaller settlements of Cromwell, Pisa Moorings, 
Hawea and Luggate, increasing the viability of existing and new community 
facilities for these areas. 

Strategy 12 
Design to grow 
well 

The sequenced development of focusing first on the eastern and southern 
corridors before designing and developing the full Frankton metropolitan centre 
supports the grow well principal by: 

1. Meeting near term demand by giving early access to new areas for high 
density suburban development in a way that supports public and active 
transport and integrates well with the future Frankton metropolitan 
centre, 

2. Providing the time needed to rigorously evaluate the alternative airport 
scenarios and, if chosen, to construct CIAL’s proposed new airport near 
Tarras, an alternative fixed wing GA airfield on Queenstown Hill or at 
Kingston and to relocate all scheduled airline services to Tarras to 
enable the closure of Queenstown Airport for all but VTOL. 

3. Providing the time for further mode shift by our community regarding 
urban density, so that the fully integrated Frankton metropolitan centre 
can achieve the district’s highest density, able to accommodate 30,000. 

This sequence provides the best long-term outcome for all the Spatial Plan’s 
strategic goals from the urban development of the Wakatipu Basin and the 
district’s transport networks. 

Strategy 13 
Enhance and 
protect the 
blue-green 
network 

The future densification of Frankton Flats as a single, fully integrated 
metropolitan centre is the most effective way our district could protect its blue-
green network for future generations in the long-term. 

Good design and densification of the eastern end southern corridors provides a 
first step to accommodating growth future residential population. This would be 
sufficient for the next two or so decades. Progressing from there onto the 
development of a fully integrated Frankton metropolitan centre, after the 
airport scheduled services were relocated to CIAL’s new airport near Tarras, 
would ensure the outer urban boundaries could be contained for considerable 
time beyond the 30-year vision of this current Spatial Plan. 

Desired outcome: A diverse economy where everyone can thrive 

Strategy 14 Create a Magnet for Talent 
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Diversify the 
economy 

A beautifully designed, fantastically liveable, environmentally friendly and fully 
integrated metropolitan centre based on Frankton could become the world’s 
most attractive centre for New Zealand and global talent to live. A magnet to 
attract precisely the high-value, knowledge-based enterprise most suited for our 
district’s economic diversification. 

Creative talent requires urban intensity. Face-to-face relationships are essential. 
Multiple enterprises, serendipitous networking, co-location and community 
scale are crucial elements for a centre of knowledge-based enterprise. 
Accommodating 30,000 in a beautiful urban campus bounded by our mighty 
rivers, lakes and mountains would provide the necessary scale. 

We could develop such a centre on Frankton Flats. We could aspire to be the 
world best living campus for talent enterprise just as we have always sought to 
be amongst the world’s best tourism destinations. 

Non-delivery 

The draft Spatial Plan would fail to deliver on this opportunity. By prioritising the 
airport ahead of community and good urban design, it would fail to provide an 
attractive urban Centre of the scale and character needed. 

Environmental grandeur alone is not sufficient to attract knowledge-based 
enterprise, as should be well evident by now. 

Simply attracting people able to work remotely also falls massively short of the 
opportunity we would otherwise have to become a high-value creative 
knowledge centre. 

Knowledge enterprise does need good air connectivity, and a full-service airport 
near Tarras within one hour’s drive or 10 minutes flight by drone taxi would 
amply provide this. An expanding international airport delivering screaming jets 
into the middle of their work and living space would not. 

Strategy 15 
Make spaces for 
business 
success 

Optimise for Business Success 

Relocation of all scheduled air services to CIAL’s proposed airport near Tarras 
together with a fully integrated metropolitan centre on Frankton Flats would 
provide the best opportunity for our district’s business success, by: 

1. avoiding the extra capital, operational and employment costs and 
inefficiencies for the airport, airlines, all ancillary and associated 
businesses and any other supply chain businesses, by avoiding the need 
to duplicate services and operate from two separate locations, 

2. allowing all such businesses to locate in areas with substantially more 
space and cheaper lease, land and build costs compared with the 
excessive costs and confined premises in the Wakatipu, 

3. enabling all such business to attract employment at wage rates more 
aligned with the businesses’ local accommodation and housing costs, 

4. attracting significant numbers of high-value knowledge-based business 
to the area by providing a fantastically liveable, high-density 
metropolitan campus at the scale they need, 

5. supporting the development of all tourism, agriculture, wine production 
and other businesses throughout the district and greater region by 
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having a full range of domestic and international services centrally 
located at a single base central in the region, 

6. increasing local tourism resilience by helping reset away from the 
current high-volume, low value visitor profile that is caused by excessive 
proximity of the airport, 

7. ensuring local tourism businesses’ sustainable long-term future by 
protecting its golden goose, the environment, from the degradation 
caused by excessively frequent jet aircraft noise and from future 
suburban sprawl, 

8. supporting fixed wing GA tourism by providing a dedicated, fit for 
purpose airfield, either on Queenstown Hill or at the existing Kingston 
airfield, 

9. supporting helicopter and other VTOL operators (including electric taxi 
drones) by integrating their Wakatipu operations with a surface 
transport hub on Frankton Flats within the Frankton metropolitan 
centre, 

10. increasing the resilience and productivity of the hospitality industry by 
increasing local custom through increasing the proportion of residents 
employed within high income knowledge-based businesses, 

11. increasing the districts economic resilience through significantly 
decreasing the proportion of its GDP based on tourism relative to high-
value, knowledge-based business located in the Frankton Alpine City 
Campus, 

12. protecting businesses’ long-term ability to attract staff by better 
managing the district’s housing affordability as explained previously in 
Strategy 4, 

13. providing greater concentration of commercial activity to enable more 
efficient supply and B2B operations, and 

14. providing more cost-efficient transport and other infrastructure 
networks that reduce congestion and other operational costs. 

Strategy 16 
Establish 
efficient and 
resilient 
connections 

It should by now be clear that a far more resilient and efficient transport and 
infrastructure network would be established if all scheduled air services were 
relocated to CIAL’s proposed airport near Tarras, fixed wing GA relocated to a 
new airfield on Queenstown Hill or to Kingston aerodrome, all VTOL integrated 
with a surface transport hub on Frankton flats and all of Frankton Flats was 
developed as a fully integrated, evenly dense, fantastically liveable metropolitan 
centre. 

CIAL’s proposed airport near Tarras has far more seismically stable geological 
characteristics than Queenstown or Wānaka Airports and its state highway 
surface connections are more substantial, resilient and provide more alternative 
connections. It’s open airspace and meteorological profile ensure far less 
weather disruption of delays, redirections or cancellations of flights. A single 
airport with the region’s scheduled air services ensures economies of scale and 
more comprehensive flight schedules for destination choices and travel times. 
CIAL is a significantly more substantial business than QAC and better able to 
fund ongoing investment the airport’s capacity and facilities. 
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The concentration of transport and other network infrastructures centred on 
the Frankton metropolitan centre ensures far greater efficiency and enable 
more concentrated investment to ensure resilience than would be provided by 
the draft Spatial Plan. 

Retaining the existing 80 m building setback on State Highway 6 At Ladies Mile 
would ensure that roadway could be engineered to enable use by Hercules 
aircraft in the event of a civil emergency, such as the AF8. 

Frankton Flats is some of the most seismically stable ground in the Wakatipu 
Basin, ensuring that the substantial investment in infrastructure networks and 
urban construction would be best able to survive major earthquakes, 
substantially reducing the potential of functional damage, financial loss and 
human injury. 

 

The above table shows that a fully integrated and comprehensive metropolitan centre covering the 
whole of Frankton Flats, enabled by the relocation of scheduled air services from Queenstown 
Airport to near Tarras, would far more effectively achieve the goals and values of the Spatial Plan. 

Opening the door to such aspiration requires just an exceedingly small step. It simply requires that 
the Spatial Plan should acknowledge the possibility that CIAL’s proposed airport near Tarras provides 
an alternative to QAC’s current airport plans. 

Such acknowledgement would then prompt the removal of the Five Mile Urban Corridor from the 
Plan’s priority list and a requirement to retain the existing 80 m building setback from State Highway 
6 along Ladies Mile. 

Thank you for taking the time to read and consider our submission. 

Yours sincerely, 

John Hilhorst 
FlightPlan2050 

 

For your further information, we include in the following pages as an appendix the draft report: Part 
B – Queenstown Alpine City Campus. This report is being prepared independently by FlightPlan2050 
and will be published later this year. 
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1. Introduction  

Sipka Holdings Ltd are the owners of a 6.47-hectare block of land directly adjacent to the urban area of Sunshine 

Bay, Queenstown.  We are pleased to provide this submission and supporting material for consideration by the 

Spatial Plan Hearings Panel.   

In addition to this Overview Report, we have completed and attach the following reports for the Panel consideration: 

• Indicative master plan and development concept package – Boffa Miskell Ltd  

• Geotechnical and hazard assessment – Geoconsulting Ltd (August 2019) 

• Geotechnical and hazard assessment (specific rockfall focus) – Geoconsulting Ltd (May 2020) 

• Infrastructure / Servicing report – Civilised Ltd including: 
o modelling of potable water by QLDC contractor Mott McDonald 
o modelling of wastewater by QLDC contractor Hydraulic Analysis Ltd and  
o road alignments achieving Council standards  

• Transportation assessment – Stantec 

• Landscape and visual effects assessment – Vivian+Espie Ltd 

• Ecological assessment – Wildlands Consulting Ltd 

• Ecological mitigation and offsetting options - Wildlands Consulting Ltd 

In summary, these reports confirm the land is suitable for urban development, and provide a meaningful 

contribution to housing supply in the Queenstown Lakes district.   

In particular, the Panel can include the land with confidence as a ‘Future Urban’ area for Queenstown on Map 7 of 

the Spatial Plan.  The site is an ideal location to be identified as ‘Future Urban’ as it addresses the three principles 

and five spatial outcomes of the draft Spatial Plan.   

2. Overview – The Site 

For several years now Sipka Holdings Ltd and previous landowners have been undertaking work on a residential 

development concept for the block of land directly adjacent to the urban area of Sunshine Bay.  The land is legally 

described as Lot 1 DP 397058 (the Record of Title is in Attachment [A]).  The land measures 6.47 hectares.   

 
Figure 1: Site location  
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To the north-west of the site, an unformed legal road is present, which contains the Arawata Track.  This is QLDC 

owned unformed legal road, and is not a Department of Conservation reserve.  Power lines supplying Glenorchy 

are also present in this location.  Ben Lomond station comprises the elevated slopes above the site.  

To the north-east of the site, another unformed legal road separates the site from the existing low-density 

residential development of Sunshine Bay.  

The Glenorchy-Queenstown Road runs topographically below the site, with a QLDC reserve located between the 

road and Lake Wakatipu.   

Like the adjoining urban area of Sunshine Bay, the area slopes steeply towards Lake Wakatipu.  The site features 

three flatter areas suitable for more intensive development, and provides amazing views towards Lake Wakatipu.  

 
Figure 2: View of site (showing ONL line) from Broadview Rise  

3. Background to Landscape Category 

The maps in the Scenario Analysis Report (page 33) incorrectly show the Sunshine Bay site as ONL.  This is an 

error that has resulted in the omission of the land from consideration as ‘Future Urban’.   

The majority of the site is not Outstanding Natural Landscape (ONL), and is classified as a Rural Character 

Landscape (RCL).   

A Consent Order from the Environment Court was issued in September 2019 (ENV-2018-CHC-56 – Attachment 

[B]) redefining the ONL line as agreed by independent landscape experts on behalf of QLDC and the owner of the 

Sunshine bay site.  The resulting ONL landscape line is shown in Figure 3 below:  

ONL above yellow line  

Non-ONL part of site suitable 

for urban development 

Sunshine Bay urban area   
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Figure 3: ONL line (yellow) from Environment Court Consent Order  

4. Urban Development Concept 

4.1 Overview 

Urban designers, in collaboration with planning, transport and engineering experts, have led the preparation of an 

indicative master plan for the site for a low and medium density residential development.  Queenstown has 

traditionally had some of the most unaffordable housing in the country, a product of its popularity, growth and 

topography which makes increasing the supply of land for housing challenging.  The proposal is able to provide a 

meaningful contribution towards housing supply directly adjacent to the existing Queenstown urban area.  The 

indicative master plan is Attachment [C], and is shown in Figure 4 below.   
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Figure 4: Indicative Master Plan 

As Figure 4 illustrates, the indicative master plan preserves the ONL line and also accommodates substantial 

revegetation in the balance area.   

The site is accessed from Arawata Terrace via the existing legal road corridor and a new T intersection with 

Arawata Terrace.  Provision is made for pedestrian access to be maintained to access the Arawata Track.  The 

development concept sleeves the existing Sunshine Bay urban area with a single row of detached dwelling 

typologies, before moving towards finer grained unit and terrace style development, and a few areas that could 

accommodate low rise apartment buildings.  The proposed layout enables use of the site gradient for under-croft 

parking while maximising views across the lake toward The Remarkables.  

The through route connection provides an opportunity to extend the public transport route to access the new 

development and ultimately serve more residential units with public transport.  

The estimated yield is approximately 150 residential units.  This is an indicative concept only, but recognises the 

need for density to make use of scarce land available for urban development, and the need for density to facilitate 

public transport.   

 

4.2 Parks and Reserves  

One key benefit of the design is the ability to connect the Sunshine Bay track to the Arawata Track through the 
site, as shown in Figure 5 below: 
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Figure 5: Proposed Trail Connection to Facilitate Walking and Cycling to Queenstown Town Centre 

Currently the Arawata and Sunshine Bay tracks are not connected, and a track user wishing to continue from 
Queenstown towards Glenorchy currently needs to take a lengthy and steep detour via the public road network to 
travel from one to the other.  The proposal provides the ability to create an attractive trail connecting the two tracks 
via an adjoining Council reserve at a more modest gradient.  This trail connection would be vested into public 
ownership as a Local Purpose Reserve – Connectivity.   
 
In accordance with the Draft Spatial Plan and the Parks and Open Space Strategy 2017, the owner intends 

incorporating further reserve spaces at the detailed design stage.  The opportunity exists for a 3000m2 Local Park.   

At this stage of submitting on the Draft Spatial Plan, a detailed subdivision layout has not been developed, and this 

is a matter for further consideration.  The site does also directly adjoins a large public reserve shown in the image 

below, and the proposed trail will connect this reserve to the development.  

 
Figure 6: Proximity of existing reserves  

Arawata Track on 
legal road reserve 
– not DOC land 
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4.3 Contribution to the Queenstown Lakes Community Housing Trust.  

The land owner is committed to providing 5% of the developed land area to the Queenstown Lakes Community 

Housing Trust for zero consideration.  This contribution is consistent with private plan changes made under the 

Operative District Plan. This commitment is normally secured through a Stakeholder Agreement.   

 

5. Suitability of land for urban development  

5.1 Geotechnical Review  

Two geotechnical assessments have been undertaken by Geoconsulting Limited.  An initial report (Attachment 

[D]) was followed by a more detailed assessment of the potential for rockfall hazards (Attachment [E]).  

Assessment has included test pits to assess ground conditions where access was available and extensive site 

searches for boulders.   

The report acknowledges that natural hazards are present, with liquefaction, settlement of compressible soils and 

rockfall representing the most likely threats.  With regard to rockfall it can be concluded that the likelihood of blocks 

reaching the site is either rare or unlikely, with one exception that can be removed.  As with all of urban 

Queenstown, the risk is most likely to be realised during severe earthquake shaking or rainstorms.  Mitigation 

measures are feasible and can be detailed once development proposals are more developed and access is better 

facilitated.  Overall, the reports conclude that residential development of the site is feasible from a geotechnical 

perspective subject to some mitigation measures being in place.   

 

5.2 Three Waters Servicing and Infrastructure Review  

The infrastructure / servicing report has been prepared by Civilised Ltd and is appended as Attachment [F].  The 

report considers water supply, wastewater disposal, stormwater runoff, power supply and telecommunications.  It 

includes the results of modelling of the water supply impact by Mott MacDonald, and the wastewater impact by 

Hydraulic Analysis Limited.   

The report confirms it is feasible to provide the necessary development infrastructure to service the proposed future 

development of the land.  Upgrades to the water and wastewaters systems are required.  There are no issues with 

providing a power supply, telecommunications or disposing of stormwater.  Engagement with Aurora has been 

undertaken to ensure any effect on the existing power lines can be managed.  

 

5.3 Transport review  

A high-level transport assessment of the site has been undertaken by Stantec and is appended as Attachment [G].  

A concept design for the new intersection linking Arawata Track to Arawata Terrace has been developed and 

provides sufficient space to accommodate the tracking of a medium sized rigid truck.  Although the new 

development will increase the volume of movements on Arawata Terrace and Fernhill Road, these roads currently 

carry low volumes of traffic and have sufficient capacity to accommodate the additional movements with no 

noticeable effects on intersection performance. 

 

5.4 Public transport connections  

The site is located within the crucial 5-minute walk of existing public transport routes, specifically the number 1 

route from Fernhill to Remarkables Park.  
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Adding the site as Future Urban area to the Spatial Plan would facilitate its development, which includes a new 

through route linking Arawata Terrace with the Glenorchy-Queenstown Road.  This provides an opportunity to 

extend the public transport route through the site, enabling a round trip and no cul de sacs.   

 

Figure 7: Walking time and proximity of existing bus routes and trails 

 

Figure 8: Existing bus routes (with possible route extension through site shown red) 

 

5.5 Cultural values  

The site is incorrectly shown on the Scenario Analysis Report as being within an area with cultural values of 

significance to Kai Tahu.  The site is not shown as a Wāhi Tūpuna area in the recent Stage 3 decisions on the 

Proposed District Plan.  There are no specific annotations identifying the site in the Ngai Tahu Cultural Atlas.  

https://www.kahurumanu.co.nz/atlas  

Subject site  

Possible route 
extension shown red   
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5.6 Ecological review  

The ecological survey of the site has been undertaken by Wildland Consultants and is appended as Attachment 

[H].  The report notes the site is currently occupied by a mixture of exotic weeds, bracken fern land vegetation and 

relatively young regenerating indigenous broadleaved vegetation. The indigenous vegetation was found to have 

relatively low diversity, and is typical of similar forest vegetation elsewhere on the lower slopes above Lake 

Wakatipu.  Schist bluffs at the site are more diverse, and while modified have significant representative value and 

provide habitat for one locally uncommon plant species.  Some areas are dominated by exotic conifers and exotic 

deciduous broadleaved trees, and the conifers in particular threaten the persistence of indigenous plant species 

on the schist bluffs.  

The report concludes that there is scope to mitigate, offset, and compensate for adverse effects on indigenous 

vegetation and habitats through clearance of exotic trees and forest, particularly exotic conifers and willows, and 

planting of appropriate locally-sourced indigenous species in any areas of remaining bracken fern land to hasten 

its succession to broadleaved forest.  As the indicative master plan shows, future development avoids the very 

high value bluff habitat. 

Ecological mitigation and offsetting options were therefore specifically considered in a further report, appended as 

Attachment [I].  A combined approach of wilding conifer and weed control, extensive high-density planting of 

undeveloped areas, and predator controls is proposed.  The report concludes that these actions would be sufficient 

to fully mitigate the adverse ecological effects generated by the proposed urban development.  

 

5.7 Landscape assessment  

As noted above, the draft Spatial Plan incorrectly shows the site as ONL.  Independent landscape experts prepared 

a Joint Witness Statement for the Environment Court on the landscape values of the site.  This ultimately 

determined where the ONL and Rural Character Landscapes were found.  The Joint Witness Statement and 

associated images are included with Attachment [J].  The indicative master plan contains development to that part 

of the site that is not identified as an ONL, with the exception of the proposed trail that connects the Sunshine Bay 

and Arawata Tracks.   

A landscape assessment has also been undertaken that considers the landscape and visual effects of the 

proposed change of zone and urbanisation of the non-ONL part of the site (Attachment [J]).  The assessment 

concludes that the area to the south of Sunshine Bay is considerably less sensitive to landscape change than the 

vast majority of locations within the rural parts of the district, and is suitable for urban/suburban development. This 

is primarily because: 

• It is immediately adjacent to an urban area, being the suburb of Sunshine Bay. Specifically, it adjoins 

the low residential streets of Arawata Terrace, Moss Lane and Evergreen Place.  

• It is located in a relatively contained part of the landscape and is only observed from a relatively 

small and localised visual catchment. 

• It is located on land that is of limited productive value.   

• It is not part of, and can be visually separated from the ONL.  It is an isolated piece of RCL land.  
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6. Assessment against Draft Spatial Plan – Principles 

The Draft Spatial Plan contains three principles and five spatial outcomes that guide the direction of the Spatial 

Plan to ‘Grow Well / Whaiora’ and address the challenges and opportunities facing the Queenstown Lakes District. 

The proposal is assessed against these Principles and Outcomes below: 

6.1 Principle – Wellbeing Hauora 

Decisions about growth recognise social, economic, environmental and cultural considerations 

The proposal addresses this principle by providing the expert technical assessment required for the Panel to make 

an informed decision about the social, economic, environmental and cultural considerations.  In summary: 

• Social – the land allows people to provide for their social well-being through creating homes for families 
(no visitor accommodation) in a suitable location, and connecting two existing trails.  

• Economic –the land enables additional housing in the extremely unaffordable Queenstown market. 

• Environmental – the effects of urban development in this location can be sustainably managed as 
addressed in the reports in Attachments [C] to [J].  

• Cultural – the site is not a Wāhi Tūpuna (Stage 3 PDP decisions) and is not identified in the Ngai Tahu 
cultural atlas.  

 

6.2 Principle – Resilience Aumangea 

Ensuring communities and visitors are resilient to shocks of the future, including adapting to climate change 

Additional housing supply of a medium density nature will provide more affordable housing options that in turn 

reduce debt funding and ensure communities are more resilient to economic shocks such as pandemics.  

6.3 Principle – Sustainability Whakauku  

Programmes and activities are delivered according to sustainable development principles and work towards zero emissions  

The extension of Sunshine Bay onto this land is more sustainable than other greenfield land proposed in the Spatial 

Plan located much further away from Queenstown Town Centre and on transport routes that are already heavily 

congested.  The site is already within a 5-minute walk of a public transport route, or can readily be directly serviced 

by public transport through an extension of the Number 1 route Fernhill-Sunshine Bay (refer Figure 8 above).  

The ecological assessment in Attachments [H] and [I] illustrate how urban development of the land can be 

undertaken with minimal ecological impact.   

 

7. Assessment against Draft Spatial Plan – Outcomes 

7.1 Outcome – Consolidated growth and more housing choice   

The site represents a logical extension to the urban area of Sunshine Bay.  It consolidates the existing urban area 

of Queenstown, rather than a distant greenfield location such as Ladies Mile or the southern corridor.  The site 

slope suits a medium density residential housing typology with under croft parking areas, providing more choice 

than the typical one large detached house per section housing available in most of Queenstown.  

7.2 Outcome – Public transport, walking and cycling are everyone’s first travel choice 

The site enables a 3.6km bike ride to Queenstown town centre in 14 minutes, and a 5-minute walk to existing 

public transport routes.  The site enables the expansion of the Number 1 bus route through the site, opening up 

the bus route to more persons.  
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7.3 Outcome – A sustainable tourism system 

This outcome does not directly relate to the proposal, which is a residential development.  Visitor accommodation 

in the form of Air B’n’B is not provided for.  

7.4 Outcome – Well-designed neighbourhoods that provide for everyday needs 

Urban design experts from Boffa Miskell have developed the indicative master plan concept shown in Attachment 

[C].  A through route connecting Arawata Terrace to the Glenorchy-Queenstown Road provides a strong spine 

from which the urban development is based.  Medium density residential, with access from the top and bottom to 

address the site slope, utilising the three flatter parts of the site and the topography to provide site access. The 

proposal enables connection of the existing Arawata and Sunshine Bay tracks through the site.  

7.5 Outcome – A diverse economy where everyone can thrive 

The proposal will provide more affordable medium density homes, allowing people a home from which they can 

live, work and thrive.   

Overall, the identification of the land at Sunshine Bay is consistent with the identified Outcomes for the Spatial 

plan.  

 

8. Assessment against Draft Spatial Plan – Strategies  

8.1 Strategies to achieve the Outcomes  

Strategies Assessment 

1. Increase density in appropriate 
locations  

Sunshine Bay is an appropriate location and suits medium density 
residential, a housing style not well catered for in Fernhill and 
Sunshine Bay. It is a few minutes’ drive from the Queenstown CBD, 
or just a 3.6km (14 minute) bike ride (completely off road).  

2. Deliver responsive and cost-effective 
infrastructure  

The site can be fully serviced by extensions to the existing QLDC 
infrastructure which is located directly adjacent to the site.  The 
proposal includes reports [F] and [G] that address the infrastructural 
servicing requirements.  

3. Improve housing diversity and choice  The proposal is for primarily medium density residential, which is not 
well catered for in the Fernhill and Sunshine bay suburbs at present.  

4. Provide more affordable housing 
options  

Medium density residential is a more affordable housing option than 
single detached houses on each section.  

5. Ensure land use is concentrated, 
mixed and integrated with transport  

The site is a logical urban extension to Sunshine Bay, located within 
a 5-minute walk of existing bus routes, and the bus route can readily 
be extended through the site.  A convenience retail / café area is 
identified centrally within the site.  

6. Coordinate a programme of travel 
demand initiatives  

Does not directly relate to the submission. 

7. Prioritise investment in public 
transport and active mode networks  

The identification of the site as Future Urban supports public 
transport by increasing density in proximity to the Number 1 bus 
route from Fernhill – Sunshine Bay.  

8. Improve coordination across the 
tourism system  

Does not directly relate to the submission.  

9. Ensure infrastructure supports a great 
visitor experience  

Does not directly relate to the submission. 

10. Promote a car free destination  Does not directly relate to the submission.  
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11. Create well-connected 
neighbourhoods for healthy 
communities  

The site is well connected to the existing Sunshine Bay urban area, 
however the construction of a through route will enable a new 
connection to the Glenorchy- Queenstown Road.  The proposal also 
enables the connection of the Sunshine Bay and Arawata Trails 
through the site.  

12. Design to grow well  The indicative master plan has been designed by urban design 
experts from Boffa Miskell to create a quality urban environment on 
a sloping site.  

13. Enhance and protect the Blue-Green 
Network 

The proposal links the Arawata Track (on legal road reserve) to the 
Sunshine Bay track (on Council reserve) and includes ecological 
mitigation.   

14. Diversify the economy  Does not directly relate to the submission. 

15. Make spaces for business success  Does not directly relate to the submission. 

16. Establish efficient and resilient 
connections  

The proposal will establish an enduring connection between the 
Arawata Track and Sunshine Bay  

 

Overall, the proposal is consistent with many of the strategies that underlie the implementation of the Spatial Plan.  

8.2 Engagement with the draft Spatial Plan consultation  

Representatives of the landowner attend the ‘My Place’ session held at Remarkables Primary school and identified 

the Sunshine Bay site on maps at that meeting.   

Direct engagement with QLDC officer Caroline Dumas was also undertaken, to introduce the site and background 

work that had been undertaken for urban development.   

Unfortunately, this engagement has not been resulted in the site being included as a ‘Future Urban’ area within 

the draft Spatial Plan.   

This is possibly due to the site being shown incorrectly as an ONL and subject to Kai Tahu cultural value son the 

Spatial Plan mapping.  

8.3 Comment on the draft Spatial Plan Future Development areas for Queenstown    

All land identified as ‘Future Urban’ is located at Ladies Mile, Homestead Bay, or across the Kawarau River from 

Remarkables Park.  All of these areas are dependent on two roading corridors that meet at the SH6 / 6A intersection 

at the BP roundabout.   

The Sunshine Bay land can make a meaningful contribution to housing supply in close proximity to the Queenstown 

CBD, without adding additional commuter traffic to these two routes at peak times.   

The Sunshine Bay land can be identified as ‘Future Urban’ in addition to the land shown in Map 7 of the Draft 

Spatial Plan, noting that Map 7 – Spatial elements for Queenstown, incorrectly shows the Sunshine Bay land as 

‘Protected’ rather than ‘Rural’.  

 

9. Summary 

The identification of the land at Sunshine Bay as ‘Future Urban’ achieves the three principles and five spatial 

outcomes of the draft Spatial Plan.  As a logical urban extension to the existing Sunshine Bay urban area, it reflects 

a consolidated approach to growth.   

The reporting undertaken confirms the site is suitable for urban residential development.  There are no impediments 

having considered the geotechnical, infrastructure, ecology, transport and landscape assessment reports 

summarised above.  The site is currently zoned Rural (not ONL) and can provide a meaningful contribution to the 
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supply of residential housing to the Queenstown market, in a location able to absorb the effects of residential 

development.  We respectfully request the site be identified as a ‘Future Urban’ area on Map 7 of the Spatial Plan.    

Several errors in the draft Spatial Plan documents incorrectly show the land as being ONL, and subject to cultural 

values which has resulted in little consideration of the eastern corridor as a growth option.  The site enables a 

3.6km bike ride to Queenstown town centre in 14 minutes, and a 5-minute walk to existing public transport routes.  

The site enables the expansion of the Number 1 Fernhill – Remarkables Park bus route through the site, opening 

up the bus route to more persons.  The site enables the connection of the Arawata and Sunshine Bay tracks, and 

proposes predominantly medium density housing, with a small number of apartments and detached residential 

units adjoining the existing Sunshine Bay urban area.  A central café / convenience retail location has been 

identified to service local residents of Sunshine Bay.  

Overall, the site is a logical urban extension to the Sunshine Bay urban area that can be readily serviced with 

infrastructure and provide a meaningful supply to housing to the severely unaffordable Queenstown housing 

market.   

We look forward to speaking to our submission.  

Yours faithfully 

 
Blair Devlin        Alex Sipka 
DIRECTOR / SENIOR PLANNER      DIRECTOR, SIPKA HOLDINGS LTD 
 

Attachment [A]: Record of Title 

Attachment [B]: Environment Court Consent Order ENV-2018-CHC-56, 23 September 2019 

Attachment [C]: Indicative Masterplan – Boffa Miskell 

Attachment [D]: Geotechnical Review – Geoconsulting Ltd  

Attachment [E]: Geotechnical Review – Rockfall Hazard   

Attachment [F]: Infrastructure / Servicing report – Civilised Ltd 

Attachment [G]: Transportation assessment – Stantec 

Attachment [H]: Ecological report – Wildland Consultants Ltd 

Attachment [I]: Ecological mitigation and offsetting report – Wildland Consultants Ltd  

Attachment [J]: Landscape and visual effects assessment – Vivian+Espie  
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ENG Rebecca
Transpower New Zealand Ltd
Out of District

Keywords: Infrastructure

Q. Please let us know your comments or feedback:
PDF attached

 

 

Location: Queenstown
Date: 03/05/2021 Time: 12:25

Q. Please describe the reasons for your position:
PDF attached

Q. Please let us know if you have any further comments:
PDF attached
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Rebecca Eng 
Tel:  
Email:  

 
 

19 April 2021 

 
Queenstown Lakes Spatial Plan Submission 
c/- Queenstown Lakes District Council 
Freepost 191078 
Private Bag 50072 
Queenstown 9348 
 
By email c/- letstalk@qldc.govt.nz 
   
To the Whaiora Grow Well Partnership, 

Submission on the draft Queenstown Lakes Spatial Plan 

This is a submission by Transpower New Zealand Limited (“Transpower”) on the draft Queenstown Lakes 
Spatial Plan (“draft Spatial Plan”). 
 
Background 
 
Transpower and the National Grid 
 
Transpower is the state-owned enterprise that plans, builds, maintains, owns and operates New Zealand’s high 
voltage electricity transmission network, known as the National Grid, that carries electricity across the country. 
The National Grid connects power stations, owned by electricity generating companies, to substations feeding 
the local networks that distribute electricity to homes and businesses. The National Grid is critically important, 
and nationally significant, infrastructure that is necessary for a reliable and secure supply of electricity 
throughout the country and that, in turn, supports national and regional growth.  
 
The National Grid extends from Kaikohe in the North Island to Tiwai Point in the South Island and comprises 
some 12,000 kilometres of transmission lines and cables and more than 160 substations, supported by a 
telecommunications network of some 300 telecommunication sites that help link together the components that 
make up the National Grid. 
 
Transpower’s role and function is determined by the State-Owned Enterprises Act 1986, the company’s 
Statement of Corporate Intent, and the regulatory framework within which it operates. Transpower does not 
generate electricity, nor does it have any retail functions. 
Transpower’s Statement of Corporate Intent for 1 July 2020, states that: 
 
“Transpower is central to the New Zealand electricity industry, connecting New Zealanders to their power 
system through safe, smart solutions for today and tomorrow. Our principal commercial activities are: 
- as grid owner, to reliably and efficiently transport electricity from generators to distributors and large users; 
and 
- as system operator, to operate a competitive electricity market and deliver a secure power system.” 
 
In line with these objectives, Transpower needs to efficiently maintain and develop the network to meet 
increasing demand, to connect new generation, and to seek security of supply, thereby contributing to New 
Zealand’s economic and social aspirations. It must be emphasised that the National Grid is an ever-developing 
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system, responding to changing supply and demand patterns, growth, reliability and security needs. A key part 
of this is connecting new renewable energy generation to the National Grid – Transpower expects demand for 
electricity to increase over time as New Zealand transitions to a zero-carbon economy, and Transpower is 
uniquely placed to help enable that transition. 
 
Transpower’s strategy is set out in ‘Transmission Tomorrow – Our Strategy’1 that, in turn, reflects to ‘Te Mauri 
Hiko – Energy Futures’2 that considers trends around climate change and the ability for electrification to 
decarbonize the economy and highlights the potential doubling of electricity demand by 2050. 
 
Transpower’s Assets and Electricity Transmission in Queenstown Lakes 
 
Transpower owns and operates assets in Queenstown Lakes District that supply electricity to the District. These 
assets are: 
 

• Cromwell-Frankton A (CML-FKN-A) 110kV overhead double circuit transmission line on steel towers; 
and 

• Frankton Substation located at 93 Ladies Mile Highway. 

The Cromwell – Frankton A transmission line is the only transmission line that connects Queenstown to the 
National Grid, via the Frankton Substation, and supplies the vast majority of electricity used in Queenstown and 
the surrounding area. As such, Transpower’s assets (and their ability to be operated, maintained and 
developed) are essential to achieving urban development and growth that is consistent with the draft Spatial 
Plan principles of wellbeing, resilience and sustainability, including in respect of climate change adaptation and 
moving towards zero carbon emissions. 
 
The situation regarding the supply of electricity into the district is an evolving one. To ensure security of supply 
in the long term, Transpower has identified that if demand exceeds the electricity distribution networks’ 
capability a new transmission line may need to be built, potentially within the next 15-25 years.3 When a new 
transmission line could be required depends on the pace of development in the area and whether other supply 
or demand side options materialise. A new transmission line may involve altered or expanded facilities at 
Frankton substation, or the development of a new site with interconnections between them. Developing options 
and implementing a solution is a complex task that involves working closely with Transpower’s electricity 
distribution customers (Aurora and PowerNet) to determine what is required, when it is required, whether there 
are viable alternatives and how and where the transmission and distribution networks will operate. 
 
The National Significance of the National Grid 
 
The need to operate, maintain, develop and upgrade the National Grid is a matter of national significance that is 
recognised in an RMA context by the National Policy Statement on Electricity Transmission 2008 (“NPSET”).  
 
The single Objective of the NPSET is: 
 
“To recognise the national significance of the electricity transmission network by facilitating the operation, 
maintenance and upgrade of the existing transmission network and the establishment of new transmission 
resources to meet the needs of present and future generations, while: 

• managing the adverse environmental effects of the network; and  

• managing the adverse effects of other activities on the network.” 

Of relevance to the draft Spatial Plan, the NPSET recognises that ongoing investment in the National Grid and 
significant upgrades are expected to be required to meet the demand for electricity and to meet the 
Government’s objective for a renewable energy future, therefore strategic planning to provide for transmission 
infrastructure is required. 
 

 
1 December 2018. 
2 June 2018. 
3 Transpower’s Transmission Planning Report 2020 notes that at Frankton load  
is forecast to continue increasing with enhancements or upgrades being necessary (working alongside electricity distribution customers). 
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The NPSET also acknowledges that the operation, maintenance and future development of the National Grid 
can be significantly constrained by third party activities and development and requires such impacts to be 
avoided. 
 
In the context of Queenstown Lakes District, the NPSET is given effect to through provisions (including policies 
and rules) that enable the National Grid, protect the National Grid from the activities of others and manage the 
effects of the National Grid. 
 
Previous Engagement 
 
In July 2019, Transpower provided feedback on the Frankton Masterplan (attached as Appendix A). The 
Masterplan included a proposal to move the Frankton Substation towards the Shotover River and, it is 
assumed, dismantle the National Grid transmission line to that point.  
 
Transpower is also grateful to have had the opportunity to provide feedback on the draft Spatial Plan (pre-
notification) in January this year. Transpower’s feedback at this time sought that the Spatial Plan is clear about 
assumptions made in respect of the presence of the National Grid; any upgrades or relocations being proposed; 
and the extent to which the constraints to development imposed by the National Grid are taken into account.  
 
Transpower’s Submission 
 
Consistent with earlier feedback, Transpower’s submission seeks that the draft Spatial Plan distinguishes 
electricity transmission (from electricity distribution) and is clear in respect of the assumptions made in respect 
of electricity transmission. This includes: 
 

• whether the Spatial Plan assumes that the Frankton substation is relocated, noting that Transpower 

does not have any plans to do so; and 

• how the National Grid interacts with, and constrains, Frankton as a Metropolitan Centre and the Five 

Mile Urban Corridor (including the location of boundaries of higher density areas). 

Transpower’s submission is set out below. Where specific amendments are proposed to the text of the draft 
Spatial Plan these are shown as underline and strikethrough. 
 
Part 1: Introduction - Developing the Spatial Plan (Key Inputs to the Spatial Plan) 
 
The draft Spatial Plan (at pages 18 and 19) includes a diagram that identifies key inputs to the Plan, including a 
number of central government policies and strategies. Transpower seeks that this diagram is amended to 
include reference to the NPSET as an additional key central government input to the draft Spatial Plan on the 
basis that the NPSET has a critical influence on urban development and growth in terms of both: 
 

• constraining the extent to which urban development can occur in the vicinity of the National Grid; and 

• supporting economic development (and urban development) and providing for the health, safety and 

wellbeing of people and communities. 

Transpower considers that referencing the NPSET in this manner is consistent with the approach taken to 
similarly significant infrastructure (being the assets of Waka Kotahi NZ Transport Agency) by way of inclusion to 
reference to Waka Kotahi’s Arataki and the Government Policy statement on Land Transport. 
 
Part 3: Current State and Challenges - Protected Areas and Constraints 
 
As set out above, the NPSET4 requires that activities and development in the vicinity of the National Grid are 
managed so that the National Grid is not compromised. As such, the National Grid presents a constraint to 

 
4 Specifically, Policies 10 and 11 of the NPSET as follows: 
“POLICY 10 
In achieving the purpose of the Act, decision-makers must to the extent reasonably possible manage activities to avoid reverse sensitivity effects on the 
electricity transmission network and to ensure that operation, maintenance, upgrading, and development of the electricity transmission network is not 
compromised.” 
“POLICY 11 

Local authorities must consult with the operator of the national grid, to identify an appropriate buffer corridor within which it can be expected that sensitive 
activities will generally not be provided for in plans and/or given resource consent. To assist local authorities to identify these corridors, they may request the 
operator of the national grid to provide local authorities with its medium to long-term plans for the alteration or upgrading of each affected section of the national 
grid (so as to facilitate the long-term strategic planning of the grid).” 
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development. This constraint is embedded through provisions in the Queenstown Lakes District Plan that 
regulate or restrict development and subdivision within a defined National Grid Yard and National Grid 
Subdivision Corridor respectively.  
 
Part 3 of the draft Spatial Plan sets out a range of constraints to development. Transpower seeks that the draft 
Spatial Plan is clear that the National Grid is one such constraint, including by amending the introductory text at 
page 32 as follows:  
 
“The location of areas that hold natural and cultural values, are corridors for nationally significant infrastructure, 
or are subject to hazards, impact where and how urban development and growth may occur in the Queenstown 
Lakes. Map 3 identifies the extent and location of these values and hazards by categorising areas as either a 
protected area or a constraint area. This informs options for how future growth could be provided for.” 
 
Part 3: Current State and Challenges – Wakatipu: Implications for Urban Development and Map 4 
 
Transpower’s acknowledges that the National Grid is identified as a constraint on page 34 of the draft Spatial 
Plan and appears to be shown on Map 4.  
 
Transpower seeks that the text on page 34 is amended as follows: 
“   There are fewer constraints along the corridor to Frankton, although the topography limits expansion of the 
urban area. The current Air Noise Boundary and national electricity grid transmission corridor restricts some 
development outcomes in parts of Frankton (3). The ability for activities to be located, or development to occur, 
in vicinity of the National Grid is constrained by the National Policy Statement on Electricity Transmission 2008 
and the National Grid Yard included in the Queenstown Lakes District Plan (3). …” 
 
Part 3: Current State and Challenges – Challenges and Opportunities 
Transpower generally supports the identification of challenges and opportunities that need to be addressed in 
order to ‘grow well’ at pages 38 to 40. However, Transpower seeks that this section of draft Spatial Plan is 
amended to explicitly recognise the importance of an adequate, secure, resilient and reliable electricity supply 
to meet the demand of future growth and to give context to Strategy 2 and Strategy 16 that follow. 
 
Part 4: Going Forward (Spatial Elements – Queenstown Lakes) Map 7 Wakatipu Spatial Elements 
Transpower is concerned that Map 7 appears to show ‘protected areas’, but not areas of constraint, including 
the National Grid. As such, Map 7 would appear to indicate that the future development of Frankton will occur in 
areas that are subject to existing (and future) constraints. On this basis, Transpower is also concerned that the 
capacity figures given are based on a flawed assumption that development can occur in the National Grid Yard.  
Transpower seeks that Map 7 on page 52 is amended to show the National Grid ‘corridor’ as a constraint and 
that subsequent explanatory text is amended to clarify the constraint to development imposed by the National 
Grid to future development as follows: 
 
“Urban extent 
… 
Subject to identified constraints, tThree new future urban areas are identified for investigation – at Ladies Mile 
and at the northern and southern ends of the Te Tapuae / Southern Corridor. These locations integrate with 
existing development and are located on the proposed frequent public transport network. They will support local 
services, community facilities and provide more affordable housing choices. …” 
 
Part 4: Going Forward Outcome 1: Consolidated Growth and More Housing Choice, Strategy 1 Increase 
Density in Appropriate Locations 
 
Strategy 1 identifies the Five Mile Urban Corridor as a priority development area that delivers the outcomes 
included in the Frankton Masterplan.  
 
Transpower is concerned that Strategy 1 is the only place in the draft Spatial Plan that makes explicit mention 
of (or introduces) the Frankton Masterplan outcomes and it is not clear whether it is assumed that the 
Masterplan is implemented as part of the Spatial Plan.  
 
As set out above, the Frankton Masterplan includes a proposal to move the National Grid’s Frankton substation 
towards the Shotover River and to dismantle the National Grid transmission line back to that point. However, 
Transpower does not have any plans to move or upgrade Frankton substation as set out in the Masterplan. 
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Transpower’s feedback on any proposal promoted by Queenstown Lakes District Council to relocate the 
Frankton Substation and remove the transmission lines has been provided as part of the Frankton Masterplan 
process. 
 
Transpower seeks that Strategy 1, and the promotion of the Five Mile Urban Corridor as a priority area, is 
reviewed and amended based on clear assumptions in respect of National Grid infrastructure. That is, whether 
the National Grid remains as a constraint within the priority area (as alluded to in Part 3 of the draft Spatial Plan) 
or whether it is assumed that the transmission line and substation are to be relocated (as suggested in the 
Frankton Masterplan). Transpower is neutral to either scenario but considers that the unpinning assumptions 
must be clear, including any capacity/yield outcomes and financial/security of supply implication of future 
upgrades or relocation. 
 
Transpower seeks that Map 9 is similarly amended to clearly set out constraints and assumptions that are 
made in Strategy 1. 
 
Part 4: Going Forward Outcome 1: Consolidated Growth and More Housing Choice, Strategy 2 Deliver 
Responsive and Cost-effective Infrastructure 
 
Transpower notes that Strategy 2 includes tables that set out a range of electricity distribution and sub - 
transmission projects that are proposed. Transpower supports the clear identification of projects that are 
necessary to achieve Strategy 2, but notes that this list of projects is given without any context or explanation. 
Transpower seeks that Strategy 2 is amended to include explanatory text (as it is for other infrastructure) 
setting out what is proposed, for what reason (presumably to achieve Outcome 1 in some way), and by whom.  
 
Part 4: Going Forward Outcome 1: Consolidated Growth and More Housing Choice, Strategy 4 Provide More 
Affordable Housing Options 
 
Transpower notes that Strategy 4 identifies structure planning for future urban areas identified in the draft 
Spatial Plan as a priority initiative “including identifying infrastructure triggers needed to enable and sequence 
new growth areas”. Insofar as a structure planning exercise related to the Five Mile Urban Corridor, Transpower 
seeks the opportunity to collaborate with the Grow Well Whaiora Urban Growth Partnership so that the area 
is developed in a manner that does not compromise the National Grid (and therefore sustainable and secure 
electricity supply to Queenstown). 
 
Part 4 Going Forward Outcome 5: A Diverse Economy Where Everyone Can Thrive, Strategy 16 Establish 
Efficient and Resilient Connections 
 
At the highest level, Transpower generally supports the aspiration for efficient and resilient connections set out 
in Strategy 16. This is consistent with Transpower’s Statement of Corporate Intent and the Objective of the 
NPSET. That said, Transpower notes that in respect of electricity infrastructure, priority initiatives are limited to 
collaboration and the establishment of an infrastructure providers forum. It is not clear whether this Strategy is 
intended to include the substation relocation included in the Frankton Masterplan. Transpower considers that 
Strategy 16 would benefit from further refinement to clarify the upgrade works alluded to, including the party 
responsible and the purpose of the works. 
 
Appendix A Queenstown Lakes Spatial Plan Scenario Analysis Report 
 
Transpower considers that draft Spatial Plan is not clear in respect of the extent to which the constraints 
imposed by the National Grid have been taken into account in determining development scenarios. This is 
particularly the case because maps showing the scenarios show further development occurring in the same 
location as the National Grid.  
 
Transpower seeks that the assumptions made in respect of the constraint imposed by the National Grid are 
clearly set out (as they are in respect of airports) by amending the ‘Scenario Elements and Variables’ in Table 
1 at page 6 as follows, along with making any amendments to the scenarios to reflect the stated assumptions: 
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“Table 1 Scenario 
Elements and Variables 

Variable Explanation 

“National Grid  All scenarios assume the National Grid (including the 
Frankton Substation and Cromwell-Frankton A 110kV 
transmission line) remains in its current location and 
development in the vicinity of the National Grid is subject to 
the current restrictions in the National Grid Yard, National 
Grid Subdivision Corridor and setback from the substation 
designation as set out in the Queenstown Lakes District 
Plan.” 

 
Transpower acknowledges and supports the identification of the ‘National Transmission Grid Corridor’ as a 
constraint dataset that is mapped in respect of development scenarios.  
 
Transpower seeks that Appendix A is amended to correct the reference to read “National Transmission Grid 
Electricity Transmission Corridor”. 
 
Outcome sought in Transpower’s submission 
 
Transpower seeks that the hearings panel recommends that the draft Spatial Plan is amended as set out 
above, or other such relief to achieve the same outcome, and that such recommendations are adopted in the 
final Spatial Plan. 
 
Transpower wishes to be heard by the hearings panel appointed to make recommendations in respect of 
submissions on the draft Spatial Plan. Contact details are as follows: 
 
P:  
M:  
E:  
 
Yours faithfully 
TRANSPOWER NZ LTD 

 
Rebecca Eng 
Senior Environmental Planner 
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APPENDIX A – TRANSPOWER FEEDBACK ON THE FRANKTON MASTERPLAN JULY 2019 
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Rebecca Eng 
Tel:  
Email:  

 
 

 

 

26 July 2019 

Frankton Masterplan 
Queenstown Lakes District Council 
Private Bag 50072 
Queenstown 9348 
 
By email c/- franktonmasterplan@qldc.govt.nz 
   
To whom it may concern, 

Frankton Draft Masterplan 2048: Transpower NZ Ltd Feedback 

This letter provides Transpower New Zealand Limited’s (Transpower) feedback in relation to the Draft Frankton 
Masterplan (draft Masterplan). We welcome the opportunity to provide feedback on the draft Masterplan which 
proposes significant and potentially adverse changes to the National Grid in Queenstown. 
 
Transpower and the National Grid 
 
Transpower is a State-Owned Enterprise that plans, builds, maintains and operates New Zealand’s National 
Grid, the high voltage electricity transmission network for the country. The National Grid links generators directly 
to distribution companies and major industrial users, feeding electricity to the local networks that distribute 
electricity to homes and businesses. The National Grid comprises towers, poles, lines, cables, substations, a 
telecommunications network and other ancillary equipment stretching and connecting the length and breadth of 
the country from Kaikohe in the North Island down to Tiwai in the South Island, with two national control centres 
(in Hamilton and Wellington). 
 
The National Grid includes approximately 12,000 kilometres of transmission lines and around 167 substations, 
supported by a telecommunications network of some 300 telecommunication sites, which help link together the 
components that make up the National Grid. 
 
The National Policy Statement on Electricity Transmission 2008 (NPSET), prepared under the Resource 
Management Act 1991 (RMA), recognises that the National Grid is a physical resource of national significance. 
It sets a strong policy direction for enabling the National Grid and managing land use and development in 
proximity to the National Grid. The NPSET must be given effect to within local authority RMA documents. 
 
The National Grid in Queenstown Lakes 
 
The National Grid assets within the Queenstown Lakes District are the Cromwell-Frankton A (CML-FKN A) 
110kV double circuit transmission line and the Frankton substation, both of which are located wholly or partly 
within the draft Masterplan study area. The Frankton substation is located on Frankton-Ladies Mile Highway, 
directly opposite Grant Road.  
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The CML-FKN A transmission line is currently the only supply of high voltage electricity in to Queenstown. Maps 
showing the National Grid assets in the Queenstown Lakes District and within the Frankton area are included 
as Appendix A. 
 
Ensuring secure electricity supply into the Queenstown Lakes District is critical to the continued development of 
the region. To ensure security of supply in the long term, Transpower has identified a new transmission line will 
need to be built, potentially within the next 15-25 years. When a new transmission line is required depends on 
the pace of development in the region and whether other supply or demand side options materialise. 
 
A new transmission line may involve altered or expanded facilities at Frankton substation, or the development of 
a new site with interconnections between them. Developing options and implementing a solution is a complex 
task. It involves working closely with our customers, Aurora and PowerNet, to determine what is required, when 
it is required, whether there are viable alternatives and how and where the transmission and distribution 
networks will operate. The physical location of the assets is directly relevant to planning and implementing 
solutions. 
 
Feedback on Frankton Draft Masterplan 
 
The draft Masterplan proposes the National Grid substation at Frankton would be moved approximately 1.5 
kilometres to the east, beside the Shotover River/SH6 bridge. This is adjacent to, or over, the current 
wastewater treatment ponds. The proposal would include dismantling the National Grid transmission line back 
to that point and extending Aurora Energy’s and PowerNet’s local electricity distribution assets from the existing 
site to the new site.  
 
Transpower routinely considers proposals to move its assets to accommodate development. Based on a 
desktop review of the proposed location, we consider it is highly unlikely to be suitable for a new substation, due 
to poor road access for moving large items such as transformers, flood risk from the Shotover River, and 
potential geotechnical issues arising from the river flood plain/delta with significant liquefaction and nearby 
landslide risks.  
 
Establishing a new substation is technically complex and expensive. A high-level estimate is in the order of $25-
$35 million even without complicated or bespoke design solutions to mitigate site specific risks. Due to the way 
Transpower is regulated by the Commerce Commission, and that the assets are for the use of Queenstown 
customers only, the cost of the relocation would most likely need to be fully funded by the organisation 
requesting the change, being Queenstown Lakes District Council. The extensive costs would ultimately be paid 
by ratepayers and electricity consumers. Given our understanding of the constraints presented by the preferred 
site, we question whether the proposal would be in the best interests of Queenstown Lakes affected ratepayers 
and electricity consumers.  
 
The proposal also needs to be considered in the context of its knock-on effects for the local electricity network 
in Queenstown. Moving the Frankton substation would have a knock-on effect on the local electricity distribution 
networks. It would likely mean all of the 33kV distribution cables feeding from the existing Frankton substation 
would also need to be moved, creating further costs for local electricity consumers. Relocation of the substation 
could also result in a voltage drop within the distribution network that might not be easily mitigated without 
significant cost to the local distribution companies and, ultimately, electricity consumers.  
 
We understand Council is planning to speak with Aurora and PowerNet in this regard. Both companies 
distribute electricity from Transpower’s Frankton Substation. We support Council engaging with Aurora and 
PowerNet, because their views on the technical and financial implications of the proposal are important. 
 
National Policy Statement on Electricity Transmission 2008 and the Queenstown Lakes District Plan 
 
The National Policy Statement on Electricity Transmission requires council to include buffer corridors around 
the National Grid transmission line and this is in progress with the District Plan review. There are objectives, 
policies and rules in the Proposed District Plan (Stage 1) that introduce restrictions on land traversed by 
National Grid transmission lines. Any proposal to remove transmission lines might be of particular interest to 
affected landowners in this context. Through a broader optioneering process, Transpower would also like to 
have seen Council explore the extent to which urban development in Frankton would have been possible with 
the transmission lines in their current position. Transpower has previously worked constructively with 
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developers in the Queenstown Lakes District Council to develop greenfield subdivisions without compromising 
the National Grid.  
 
Summary 
 
Whilst Transpower understands the draft Masterplan is intended to be high level, moving the substation and 
associated transmission line is a significant proposal to include in public consultation. Prior to publication of the 
draft Masterplan for consultation, Transpower had not been consulted in any detailed way regarding the 
practicality or economics of the proposal. Transpower would have welcomed the opportunity to provide earlier 
feedback and work constructively with Council on draft Masterplan options. We look forward to engaging with 
Council further as the draft Masterplan evolves. 
 
Please contact me on  or  if you have any queries 
or should you require clarification of any matter. 
 
Yours faithfully 
TRANSPOWER NZ LTD 

 
Rebecca Eng 
Senior Environmental Planner 

cc:  
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APPENDIX A – NATIONAL GRID ASSETS IN THE QUEENSTOWN LAKES DISTRICT AND FRANKTON 
AREA 
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EVANS Ruth
B & A on behalf of Queenstown Central Ltd
Frankton & Quail Rise

Keywords: Priority Development Area

Q. Please let us know your comments or feedback:
PDF attached

 
 

 

 
 

Location: Queenstown
Date: 03/05/2021 Time: 13:00

Q. Please describe the reasons for your position:
PDF attached

Q. Please let us know if you have any further comments:
PDF attached
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19 April 2021  
 
Queenstown Lakes Spatial Plan Submission 
Queenstown Lakes District Council  
via email: letstalk@qldc.govt.nz 
 
Queenstown Lakes Spatial Plan: Submission of Queenstown Central Limited   
 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide a submission on the Draft Queenstown Lakes Spatial Plan. This 
is a submission on behalf of Queenstown Central Limited (QCL).  

 
Introduction 
QCL is a long-term property investor in Queenstown, having owned 22 hectares of land in Frankton since 
2010. QCL has actively participated in the development of the District Plan in recent years and, in 
particular, was heavily involved in the recent Plan Change 19 and Plan Change 35 processes. Since 
completion of those plan changes, our five-hectare town centre development is well underway on our 
Activity Area C1 land, a number of commercial/showroom developments have been completed on our 
Activity Area E2 land, and a 225-unit residential development on the adjacent Activity Area C2 land is 
also underway (by Remarkables Residences Limited). 

 

 
Figure 1: Queenstown Central general location shown by red circle   
 
 
The Draft Spatial Plan  
QCL considers that it is important to undertake long-term strategic planning for Queenstown, including 
Frankton, in order to provide a vision for the area and to coordinate growth and the delivery of publicly 
funded infrastructure for the area. QCL considers the Spatial Plan is an important document in providing 
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a blueprint for growth, and will assist the Council and community in ensuring that growth and development 
is strategically planned for. This includes integration of land use and infrastructure planning. 

The role that the tourism sector pays in the sustainability of the Queenstown community is acknowledged, 
and the importance of tourism to the District (particularly in the post-Covid economy) being reflected in 
the spatial plan is supported by QCL.  

QCL generally supports the draft spatial plan and provides the following feedback: 

QCL supports the establishment of the Whaiora Grow Well Partnership of central government, Kāi Tahu, 
and the Council as a forum for decision making and addressing growth-related challenges currently being 
experienced in Queenstown.  

QCL supports the five key outcomes set out in the draft Spatial Plan and considers that Queenstown 
Central’s developments contribute to achieving each of these outcomes for Queenstown.  

Priority Development Areas, Five Mile Urban Corridor  

QCL supports Strategy 1 to increase density in appropriate locations. Frankton, including Queenstown 
Central, is well placed to deliver intensification outcomes required to deliver on the draft spatial plan 
outcomes.  

QCL supports the identification of Queenstown Central and this part of Frankton as a strategically 
important location and the Five Mile Urban Corridor as a Priority Development Area. QCL agrees that this 
will need to be delivered in partnership between government and the private sector.  

QCL agrees that zoning in the District will need to change to meet the requirements of the National Policy 
Statement on Urban Development 2020 (NPSUD). Continued delivery of a successful centre at Frankton 
will require comprehensive review of zoning, constraints and overlays in this location.  

This should include whether further development for industrial purposes is the best use of land at 
Frankton, and whether there is any opportunity to reduce the extent of constraining overlays such as the 
Outer Control Boundary for the cross-wind runway, as well as the current prohibition on building within 
Area A along State Highway 6. QCL submits that a significant reduction of this setback will be needed to 
facilitate a mixed use, high density, multi modal urban corridor. This was signalled in the Frankton 
Masterplan and QCL continues to support this as an appropriate and necessary outcome for Frankton.   

Whaiora Grow Well Partnership: Joint Work Programme 

As noted, QCL supports the Five Mile Urban Corridor being identified as a spatial plan priority initiative. 
The Joint Work Programme proposes that the Grow Well Whaiora Urban Partnership be used to improve 
alignment and coordination to ‘unlock’ joint priority areas. Unlocking these priority areas will need to be 
supported by private landowners who are aligned in delivering the intensification outcomes anticipated.  

Metropolitan Centre 

QCL supports the scaling of centres and identification of neighbourhood, local, town and metropolitan 
centres in the draft spatial plan.  QCL supports the identification of Frankton, including Queenstown 
Central, as a Metropolitan Centre. With respect to this reflecting the expected scale and mix of activities, 
it is noted that alignment with the NPSUD will require changes within the Metropolitan Centre to deliver 
sufficient development capacity and achieve well-functioning urban environments. It is noted that at this 
will also be subject to a Future Development Strategy.  

QCL supports the identification and development of a frequent public transport corridor with connections 
from Frankton to the west, east and south and the importance of this in achieving the spatial plan 
outcomes. Successful implementation of this transport project and a vibrant centre adjoining an urban 
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arterial will require built form to establish closer to the round boundary along both sides of State Highway 
6 at Frankton, to create an active road frontage.   

Hearing 
QCL wishes to speak to this submission at a hearing. QCL’s preference is to do this via video conference 
if possible.  

 
Summary 
QCL supports the preparation of the draft Spatial Plan and what it proposes with respect to Frankton and 
Queenstown Central as a Priority Development Area and Metropolitan Centre.  

Please contact me should you require further information or clarification of the matters raised in this 
submission.  

 
Yours sincerely 
Queenstown Central Limited 
 

pp  
 
Simon Holloway 
Project Director 
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GREENWOOD Craig
B & A on behalf of Queenstown Gateway (5M) Limited
Out of District

Keywords: No Keywords

Q. Please indicate your position on the draft Queenstown 
Lakes Spatial Plan:
Support

Q. Please let us know your comments or feedback:
PDF attached

Q. Please describe the reasons for your position:
PDF attached

Q. Please let us know if you have any further comments:
PDF attached

 
 

Location: Queenstown
Date: 03/05/2021 Time: 13:05
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Queenstown Gateway (5M) Limited,  

19 April 2021 
Queenstown Lakes Spatial Plan Submission 
Queenstown Lakes District Council  
via email: letstalk@qldc.govt.nz 

Queenstown Lakes Spatial Plan: Submission of Queenstown Gateway (5M) Limited   
Thank you for the opportunity to provide a submission on the Draft Queenstown Lakes Spatial Plan. This 
is a submission on behalf of Queenstown Gateway (5M) Limited (QGL).  

Introduction 
QGL owns the Five Mile retail centre, along with other industrial land, located adjacent to State Highway 
6 between Grant Road and the Queenstown Events Centre. The total land holdings are approximately 
2.7 hectares and has been owned by QGL since 2010. The general location is shown in Figure 1 below.  

Figure 1: Five Mile general location (red circle) 

The retail centre is a comprehensively designed mixed-use centre comprising a mix of retail, office and 
food and beverage activities. QGL also owns land in the immediate vicinity of the Five Mile retail centre 
which is developed for light industrial type uses.   

The Draft Spatial Plan  
QGL supports the preparation of a Spatial Plan for Queenstown. QGL considers the Spatial Plan is an 
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Queenstown Gateway (5M) Limited,  
 

important document in providing a blueprint for growth, and will assist the Council and community in 
ensuring that growth and development is strategically planned for. This includes integration of land use 
and infrastructure planning.  
 
QGL supports the establishment of the Whaiora Grow Well Partnership of central government, Kāi Tahu, 
and the Council as a forum for decision making and addressing growth-related challenges currently 
being experienced in Queenstown.  
 
QGL supports the five key outcomes set out in the draft Spatial Plan and considers that Five Mile 
contributes to achieving each of these outcomes for Queenstown.  
 
Priority Development Areas  
QGL supports Strategy 1 to increase density in appropriate locations. Frankton, including Five Mile, is 
ideally placed to deliver intensification outcomes required to deliver on the draft spatial plan outcomes. 
QGL agrees that zoning in the District will need to change to meet the requirements of the National 
Policy Statement on Urban Development 2020 (NPSUD).  
 
QGL supports the identification of Five Mile as a strategically important location and the Five Mile Urban 
Corridor as a Priority Development Area. QGL agrees that this will need to be delivered in partnership 
between government and the private sector.  
 
Whaiora Grow Well Partnership: Joint Work Programme 
As noted, QGL supports the Five Mile Urban Corridor being identified as a spatial plan priority initiative. 
The Joint Work Programme proposes that the Grow Well Whaiora Urban Partnership be used to 
improve alignment and coordination to ‘unlock’ joint priority areas. Unlocking these priority areas will 
need to be supported by private landowners who are aligned in delivering the intensification outcomes 
anticipated.  
 
Delivering the Five Mile Urban Corridor will require reconsideration of the current open space set back 
along State Highway 6 in this location. QGL submits that a significant reduction of this setback will be 
needed to facilitate a mixed use, high density, multi modal urban corridor. This was signalled in the 
Frankton Masterplan and QGL supports this.   
 
Metropolitan Centre 
QGL supports the scaling of centres and identification of neighbourhood, local, town and metropolitan 
centres in the draft spatial plan.  QGL supports the identification of Frankton, including Five Mile, as a 
Metropolitan Centre. With respect to this reflecting the expected scale and mix of activities, it is noted 
that alignment with the NPSUD will require changes within the Metropolitan Centre to deliver sufficient 
development capacity and achieve well-functioning urban environments. It is noted that at this will also 
be subject to a Future Development Strategy.  
 
QGL supports the identification and development of a frequent public transport corridor with 
connections from Frankton to the west, east and south and the importance of this in achieving the 
spatial plan outcomes. Successful implementation of this transport project and a vibrant centre 
adjoining an urban arterial will require built form to establish closer to the round boundary along both 
sides of State Highway 6 at Frankton, to create an active road frontage.   
 
Delivery of a successful Metropolitan Centre will also require amendments to the regulatory framework 
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Queenstown Gateway (5M) Limited,  
 

under the District Plan with respect to zoning, constraints and overlays.  
 
Hearing 
QGL wishes to speak to this submission at a hearing, via video conference if this option is available.   
 
Summary 
QGL supports the preparation of the draft Spatial Plan and what it proposes with respect to Frankton 
and Five Mile as a Priority Development Area and Metropolitan Centre.  
 
Please contact me should you require further information or clarification of the matters raised in this 
submission.  
 
 
Yours sincerely 
Queenstown Gateway (5M) Limited 
 
 
 
 
 
Craig Greenwood 
Director 
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FARMER Bruce
Sustainable Glenorchy
Glenorchy & Kinloch

Keywords: Transport

Q. I am aged:
60+

Q. Please indicate your position on the draft Queenstown
Lakes Spatial Plan:
Support

Q. Please let us know your comments or feedback:
We are pleased that Glenorchy is not in a priority development area and appears to 
be earmarked for limited future growth but we do want to highlight the significant 
growth along the Glenorchy-Queenstown Rd to Glenorchy. Therefore, these areas 
including up to Glenorchy need to be considered in the provision of public transport 
services and active and alternative transport networks. As the area grows the needs 
of people living in new developments and neighbourhoods should be considered 
prior to building to ensure locals have their needs met without always having to travel 
to Queenstown e.g. plan for a convenience store, a cafe, community meeting place 
such as a hall, and health services in collaboration with the SDHB.

Glenorchy is an extremely popular tourist destination and as borders re-open we 
should see a significant increase in tourist numbers. We would like to see Glenorchy 
promoted as a car-free destination but that is not currently possible with the 
complete lack of public and alternative transport options such as buses and perhaps 
a ferry service to and from Queenstown to Glenorchy stopping on the way at 
Closeburn, Bob's Cove and maybe Kinloch to accommodate hikers.

 

Q. Please describe the reasons for your position:
Whilst there are gaps in the Spatial Plan, we do support in principle the intent of the 
Plan.

 

Location: Queenstown
Date: 03/05/2021 Time: 13:15
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Q. Please let us know if you have any further comments:
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FITZPATRICK Brian
Remarkables Park Ltd
Frankton & Quail Rise

Keywords: Public Transport,Infrastructure

Q. Please indicate your position on the draft Queenstown
Lakes Spatial Plan:
Support

Q. Please let us know your comments or feedback:
PDF attached

Q. Please describe the reasons for your position:
PDF attached

Q. Please let us know if you have any further comments:
PDF attached

 

Location: Queenstown
Date: 03/05/2021 Time: 13:20
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Submission by Remarkables Park (RPL) on the draft Spatial Plan 

RPL wishes to congratulate QLDC and the other contributing parties on the preparation of 
the draft Spatial Plan. RPL supports the direction that the Spatial Plan has been taken to the 
future growth of the district. 

RPL would like to see Council move quickly to adopt the principles and strategies of the 
Spatial Plan and use it as a guide for urban development in the district. 

RPL realises that the draft 2021 -2031 Ten Year Plan (TYP) has been prepared to meet a 
statutory timeline.  RPL assumes that, had more time been available there would have been 
more of an opportunity to achieve better alignment between aspects of the TYP and the 
Spatial Plan.  This is particularly so in relation to transport infrastructure, where the TYP, in 
its current form, risks giving priority to some projects that would be contrary to strategies 
enunciated in the Spatial Plan. Examples of this would be the proposal to spend $32m to 
construct a parking building at Boundary Street, the proposal to construct a new Council 
office building in the Queenstown Town centre and the intention to commence work on the 
Stage 2 Arterial Project within the term of the TYP. 

Given that transport related infrastructure is such a large component of the TYP spend, RPL 
submits that QLDC should announce that it intends to give immediate effect to Strategy 7 of 
the Spatial Plan: “Prioritise investment in public transport and active mode networks”.  
Council should in addition, and as its first priority, commit to undertake Priority Initiative 7: 
“Complete and implement a mode shift plan for Queenstown including travel demand 
management measures”.  

RPL submits that this mode shift plan and the travel demand management measures would 
greatly assist Council and the community to make the correct decisions on transport 
infrastructure spending and give the required priority to Active Travel and Public Transport. 

In taking this step immediately Council may be able to avoid the need for expenditure on 
TYP proposals such as the Boundary Road car parking building and the Stage 2 Arterial.  This 
amounts to savings of $66.7m within the ten-year period.  It is money that would be much 
better directed to projects such as the Active Travel and Public Transport projects, which do 
align with the Spatial Plan. 

RPL further submits (and has made this same submission in relation to the TYP) that the 
Boundary Street parking building and any transport projects beyond the first two years of 
the TYP should be tagged that they are subject to change, cancellation or re-prioritisation to 
make them consistent with the mode shift plan and the travel demand management 
measures. The same tag should be applied to the Project One QLDC office building proposal. 

Remarkables Park Limited 
16 April 2021 
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GARDNER-HOPKINS James
JGH on behalf of Glenpanel LP
Out of District

Keywords: Protected areas,Priority Development Area

Q. Please let us know your comments or feedback:
PDF attached

 

 

 

 

 

Location: Queenstown
Date: 03/05/2021 Time: 13:30

Q. Please describe the reasons for your position:
PDF attached

Q. Please let us know if you have any further comments:
PDF attached
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www.jghbarrister.com 

19 April 2021 

Let’s Talk – QLDC consultation  

By email:  letstalk@qldc.govt.nz 

QUEENSTOWN LAKES SPATIAL PLAN SUBMISSION 

1. This letter briefly makes a submission on the Spatial Plan, on behalf
of Glenpanel LP.

2. The submitter has an interest in land at Ladies Mile, Lake Hayes. More
particularly, the site comprises some 15.5ha on the northern side of
Ladies Mile located between SH6 (Frankton Ladies Mile Highway) and
Slope Hill.  The southern part of the site is generally flat, with the
northern area sloping upward being the foothills of Slope Hill.

3. The submitter has an interest in developing the site, and is actively
exploring opportunities to do so.

4. The spatial plan adopts a concept of “protected areas”.  These are
stated to be areas that are “currently protected from urban
development through property or planning instruments”, including
“Outstanding Natural Landscapes and Outstanding Natural Features
as identified in the District Plan”.  The protected area of concern to the
submitter is the grey area identified on Slope Hill at Ladies Mile, as
shown in this extract from Map 7:

5. The concept of “protected areas” is, it is submitted, a blunt instrument.
This is because development is not precluded on ONL and ONFs.  At
the margins, development is also not starkly “urban” or “non-urban”.
Rural development on ONL/ONFs can include urban elements, or
even be urban, without being prohibited under the district plan.
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6. The identification of “protected areas” in the structure plan could be
seen as unduly prohibitive of development in those areas, when the
underlying plan provisions do not go that far.

7. This intent needs to be clarified – particularly as the future status of
the Spatial Plan is unclear.  For example, while it is currently
understood to be a “non-statutory” document (of potential relevance,
but arguably limited weight), there have been suggestions that the
Spatial Plan may later become a statutory document of some sort.  To
the extent that it might be given weight, it should not be seen to
override the provisions of the district plan which continue to provide a
consent pathway for appropriate development in ONL/ONFs.  The
process, and rigour, by which each type of planning instrument is
adopted is very different – including the hearing of submissions (which
is very limited for the Spatial Plan process).

8. The location of an ONL can also still be challenged in a resource
consent process, in the sense that while that line may exist on the
planning map, it may not actually represent the correct extent of the
ONL, on a finer grained analysis (as opposed to the district-wide level,
by which most of the ONLs were maintained in the District Plan).

9. If the Spatial Plan is to maintain a “protected area” at Ladies Mile, it
should adopt a finer grained approach – so as to exclude the southern
lower slopes of the hill up to the present elevation of domestication
(eg water race, springbank etc).  That is an option entirely open to the
Council in resolving the Spatial Plan and its signal for constraints at
this stage.

10. The submitter otherwise generally supports the Spatial Plan and the
direction and guidance it gives – in particular as to the development
of Ladies Mile for future urban activities.

11. The submitter currently wishes to be heard in support of its
submission, and reserves the right to provide further information in
support of the submission at the hearing.

Yours faithfully 
James Gardner-Hopkins 

JGH BARRISTER 
BSC | LLB (hons)  
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GILES Roisin
Anderson Lloyd
Central Queenstown

Keywords: Southern Corridor

Q. I am aged:
19-29

Q. Please indicate your position on the draft Queenstown
Lakes Spatial Plan:
Neutral

Q. Please let us know your comments or feedback:

Q. Please describe the reasons for your position:

Q. Please let us know if you have any further comments:

Q. If you have a pre-prepared submission, you can upload it
below. Please note that we can only accept .docx files.

Submission on Spatial Plan.docx

Additional documents or PDF files can be emailed to letstalk@qldc.govt.nz Please write 
"draft Queenstown Lakes Spatial Plan submission" in subject header.

 
 

Location: Queenstown
Date: 03/05/2021 Time: 13:35
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Submission on draft Queenstown Lakes Spatial Plan 

15001871 | 5942980v1 

To:  Queenstown Lakes District Council 

Submitters: 

Darby Asset Management LP  Jack's Point Land Limited 

Darby Planning Limited Partnership  Jack's Point Land No. 2 Limited 

Jack's Point Golf Limited Jack's Point Management Limited 

Jack's Point Residents and Owners Association Inc.  Henley Downs Land Holdings Ltd 

Jack's Point Residential No. 2 Limited Henley Downs Farm Holdings Ltd 

Jack's Point Village Holdings Limited   Coneburn Preserve Holdings Limited 

Jack's Point Developments Limited  Willow Pond Farm Limited 

Jacks Point Village Holdings No 2 Limited 

Introduction 

1 This is a submission on the draft Queenstown Lakes Spatial Plan (Spatial Plan). 

2 The Submitters are interested in all aspects of the Spatial Plan. 

Reasons for the submission and relief sought 

3 The Submitters are project management and/or land owning entities involved in various master planning projects throughout the District which incorporate 
and integrate commercial, residential, visitor, tourism, recreational, educational and environmental elements. The Submitters have an interest in the 
Spatial Plan at the high level, to the extent that it adequately provides for its ongoing and future projects. 
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Memorandum 

15001871 | 5942980v1 

page 2 

4 It is important that the Spatial Plan indicates the direction of development in the District while also being sufficiently flexible to adequately provide for both 
the foreseen and unforeseen needs and growth of the District. This requires that the Spatial Plan can be amended or updated to allow for development 
of a nature or in a location that is not currently contemplated. Flexibility is also needed to allow for projects of various scales and development types, both 
public and private led, such as individual plan change processes or master-planning processes, as is most suitable on a case by case basis to address 
community and District wide needs and growth pressure as they arise.  

General 

5 The Submitters' position on the Spatial Plan is neutral, subject to further amendments and developments which may affect that position. 

6 The Submitters wish to be heard in support of this submission. 

7 The Submitters will consider presenting a joint case with others presenting similar submissions. 

Darby Partners Asset Management 
Limited and Others 
Signed by its duly authorised agents  
Anderson Lloyd  
Per: Roisin Giles  

 

Address for service:  
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GILMOUR Cath
We Love Wakatipu incorporated society
Kelvin Heights

Keywords: Queenstown Airport

Q. I am aged:
60+

Q. Please let us know your comments or feedback:
Hi,
I have attached the submission written on behalf of We Love Wakatipu Inc, of which I 
am chair.
This is separate, independent and different from the one written from my own 
perspective, under my name.
I look forward to receipt of confirmation.
It would be great if I could speak to my own and the WLW submission in adjacent 
timeslots, please. My guess is I wouldn't need both full times - but that is contingent on 
questions from the panel.
Many thanks.
Cheers
Cath

Q. Please describe the reasons for your position:

Q. Please let us know if you have any further comments:

Q. If you have a pre-prepared submission, you can upload it
below. Please note that we can only accept .docx files.

 

Location: Queenstown
Date: 03/05/2021 Time: 13:40
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PQ submission on draft Spatial Plan, April '21.docx

Additional documents or PDF files can be emailed to letstalk@qldc.govt.nz Please write 
"draft Queenstown Lakes Spatial Plan submission" in subject header.
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GILMOUR Cath
Kelvin Heights

Keywords: Community Engagement,Queenstown Airport,Growth

Q. I am aged:
60+

Q. Please let us know your comments or feedback:
Feedback file attached.
I would much appreciate if I can please be scheduled sometime between one and 
four p.m., preferably around 3ish...
Please confirm receipt.
Many thanks.
Cheers Cath

Q. Please describe the reasons for your position:

Q. Please let us know if you have any further comments:

Q. If you have a pre-prepared submission, you can upload it
below. Please note that we can only accept .docx files.

Cath's submission to Queenstown Lakes Spatial Plan, April 2021.docx

Additional documents or PDF files can be emailed to letstalk@qldc.govt.nz Please write 
"draft Queenstown Lakes Spatial Plan submission" in subject header.

 

Location: Queenstown
Date: 03/05/2021 Time: 13:45
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GOLDEN Anita
Lake Hayes Estate and Shotover Country Community 
Association
Lake Hayes Estate & Shotover Country

Keywords: Priority Development Area,Public Transport

Q. Please let us know your comments or feedback:
PDF attached

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

Location: Queenstown
Date: 03/05/2021 Time: 13:50
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Q. Please describe the reasons for your position:
PDF attached

 

Q. Please let us know if you have any further comments:
PDF attached
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LAKE HAYES ESTATE AND SHOTOVER COUNTRY COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION (LHSCCA)

19 April 2021

To Whom it may concern

SUBMISSION ON DRAFT SPATIAL PLAN

The Lake Hayes Estate and Shotover Country Community Association (LHSCCA) appreciates the

opportunity to submit on the Draft Spatial Plan (DSP).

The LHSCCA aims to represent the over 4.5k residents and ratepayers within Lake Hayes Estate and

Shotover Country. Our community has seen significant growth and has been impacted upon by both

the growth within Shotover and Lakes Hayes Estate, and in the wider Whakatipu Basin. It is

important that Lake Hayes Estate and Shotover Country continue to become a community rather

than a ‘development’ or suburb. Currently, our community has a larger population than Arrowtown,

and yet we have no hall, no church, no swimming pool, or sports fields. Despite commercial

development being part of the plan changes that created the zoning, little commercial has occurred.

Most of our community, if not all, has to travel to employment, secondary schooling and services

located west of the Shotover Bridge.

While the DSP identifies that the key objectives for future growth are consolidation and providing

capacity for future growth, it suggests dispersed growth at Ladies Mile. Ladies Mile is not adjacent to

services or employment, and it is located east of the Shotover bridge which is already at capacity.

Increasing development in areas east of the Shotover Bridge eg Gibbston, Cromwell and Wanaka

contribute to congestion, as does the increasing amount of freight needing to travel through Ladies

Mile to reach Frankton and Queenstown.

It is our submission that extending growth across Ladies Mile does not represent consolidation as it is

not adjacent to an existing township. Our settlement does not provide employment and it does not

have community facilities. We consider it odd that in comparison, no growth is to be provided at

Arrowtown, which is a township supported by commercial, industrial and tourist activity. While it is

acknowledged that Arrowtown is constrained by several golf courses, the remaining land is therefore

very important to utilise and connected into the existing community and public transport link.

While it is recognized in the DSP that traffic management is a key issue to resolve before Ladies Mile

can be developed, it still fails to recognize that before such greenfield development occurs the

growth is better accommodated at Arrowtown and in locations west of the bridge. Providing for

growth west of the Shotover Bridge and adjacent to existing townships represents consolidation.

We understand that there is an appeal to the Proposed District Plan (PDP) requesting a zone change

to enable residential development at Tucker Beach Road. Yet that area is shown as ‘rural’ in the DSP.

We submit that before any development is proposed east of the Shotover bridge that every

opportunity should be taken for development in close proximity to Frankton’s services. That is,

consolidate growth where it can easily access the services and infrastructure within existing town

centres.

1
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All of the components of a functioning township are extremely difficult to achieve in a greenfield

development. The planning process in Lake Hayes Estate and Shotover Country has failed to the

extent that the development contributions paid have not been used for facilities and services within

the community. The existing residential population, let alone any increased residential population,

needs these facilities to provide for the social and cultural well-being and community cohesion.

This all points to the importance of the DSP recognizing that development areas must be prioritized,

so that development occurs logically and only where it can be supported by infrastructure and is

adjacent to existing townships or town centres.

At page 78 the DSP states:

The backbone of the new system is a Frequent Public Transport Network, initially between the

Queenstown Town Centre and Frankton, and eventually extending east to Ladies Mile, and south to

Jacks Point / Homestead Bay, via the Airport and Remarkables Park. Services on the frequent network

will run at least every 10 minutes during the day, offering ‘turn-up and go’ convenience so users will

no longer need to look at a timetable.

This is supported, but the frequent bus service needs to be in place now for LHESC, not in the future.

Investment in this transport system needs to happen first, before any further development can

proceed that is not either on the western side of the bridge, or adjacent to a township

- Implement transport initiatives immediately to accommodate existing development, and the

growth that will occur adjacent to and within existing townships.

- Expanding future growth areas along greenfield sites only occurs until such time that it can

be supported by a functioning multi modal transportation system.

With respect to traffic, even if there is a 50% modal shift from private vehicles to public transport

within Lake Hayes Estate and Shotover Country (which is a hard ask) and then even if the new

development at Ladies Mile achieves the same, we are still at capacity on the bridge (and no space

for a priortised frequent public transport). Because of the difficulty in achieving commercial and

industrial activity in this location (given its proximity to Frankton’s industrial and commercial

services) it is unlikely that it can become a live work environment.

We also consider that the existing residents should be supported first. Further growth at Ladies Mile

should only occur when there is certainty that planning rules can be imposed to ensure that the

development will not simply provide more residential growth. It must provide commensurate

services including employment, educational facilities, attractive open spaces and community

facilities.

Priorities:

1. Firstly accommodate growth within or adjacent to the existing centres; being Arrowtown,

Queenstown and Frankton (Remarkables Park and 5 Mile)

2. Only once there is  frequent public transport network (included priortised bus lanes) in place

and development prioritized next to townships and centres can the ‘corridors’ be developed.

2
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This is sound urban design and planning principles. It seems that development is being

promoted in Ladies Mile whilst there is a sway of greenfield between the BP roundabout to

Quail Rise that could be up-zoned to include the apartment and other high density options

that support public transport investment.

3. Development of an efficient and safe walking and cycling network that supports active travel

for all age groups especially school students and Frankton and Town Centre commuters

Thank you for the opportunity to submit. We would like to speak to our submission at the hearing.

Kind regards

Lake Hayes and Shotover Country Community

Contact:

Chair:  Anita Golden

Phone:  

3
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LLOYD Nigel
Arthurs Point Community Association
Arthurs Point

Keywords: No Keywords

Q. Please let us know your comments or feedback:
PDF attached

Q. Please describe the reasons for your position:
PDF attached

Q. Please let us know if you have any further comments:
PDF attached

 

Location: Queenstown
Date: 03/05/2021 Time: 14:00
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Arthurs Point Community Association
Spatial Plan Submission 2021

Arthurs Point is a small, tight-knit community 4 kilometres from Queenstown on the banks of the

Shotover River. The community is completely surrounded by outstanding natural landscape that acts

as a natural urban growth boundary. This provides context and is central to the Arthurs Point

community's identity and unique character. The desire would be to keep these two boundaries in

place to eliminate development outside the well-defined zone.

On behalf of the community the Arthurs Point Community Association (APCA) recently

commissioned a Community Masterplan which identified a number of key strategies that included

the following key points:

● Uphold a clear urban/rural edge at both the southern and northern entrances. Avoid urban

bleed or creep.

● Establish clear and distinctive ‘gateway’ entrances at both the north and south entries.

● Retain and protect the distinct character and differences of old and new Arthurs Point.

● Edith Cavell Bridge and Shotover Gorge are defining physical and spiritual focal points of

Arthurs Point. Maximise opportunities for use, enjoyment and viewing.

● Transition to a more pedestrian focused zone on the main arterial route and minimise

excessive traffic and road clutter.

● Retain key views to natural landscape and avoid losing views and visual degradation.

APCA support the concepts put forward in the Spatial Plan, and in particular the following items as

they align well with the Arthurs Point Masterplan and community vision;

1. Proposed trails to Queenstown, Arrowtown and Frankton including a crossing point for non

motorised users over the Shotover River which are key elements in Outcome 2 of the Spatial

Plan focusing on public transport and active travel. These projects are considered vital to

enable Arthurs Point residents to become less reliant on cars.

2. The concept of the blue-green network which includes an enhanced green corridor through

Gorge Road and down both sides of the Shotover River linking Arthurs Point to Queenstown

and Frankton Flats.

3. Identification of the Edith Cavell bridge as a key network constraint as this aligns with our

efforts to work towards a new road crossing over the Shotover River in order to improve

resiliency.

4. The consolidated growth approach proposed by the Spatial Plan whereby new development

is focused in areas that are well serviced, have sufficient public transport and active travel

connections in order to avoid widespread urban sprawl into rural areas.

In conclusion Arthurs Point is a small but focused residential community with few commercial outlets

catering primarily to the needs of residents and resident visitors. The APCA’s aim would be to hold on

to that character with the knowledge that residents and visitors will need to travel elsewhere to visit
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shops, schools or other facilities and amenities and that this is made easier by the provisions of the

Spatial Plan.

From feedback we have received from the community through questionnaires and polls, the

overwhelming consensus is that Arthurs Point should keep its character as a small community with a

rural backdrop/surround with minimal commercial outlets to service local residents. APCA considers

that it is important that any future intensification or development in and around Arthurs Point should

tie into these ideals, maintain the special character of Arthurs Point and prevent further urban

sprawl.

Thank you for considering our submission on the Spatial Plan. Should you require further information

please contact us at the email below.

A representative from the Arthurs Point Community Association committee will endeavour to be

available to speak to this submission at any hearings if requested.

Regards,

Nigel Lloyd

Chairperson on behalf of Arthurs Point Community Association
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Townsend Alan
Kelvin Peninsula Community Association
Kelvin Heights

Keywords: Queenstown Airport,Growth

Q. I am aged:
60+

Q. Please indicate your position on the draft Queenstown
Lakes Spatial Plan:
Oppose

Q. Please let us know your comments or feedback:

 

Location: Queenstown
Date: 03/05/2021 Time: 14:05
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Q. Please describe the reasons for your position:
The draft Spatial Plan usefully provides a conceptual framework to pull the current 
disparate development plans together into a coherent plan, but fails to think outside 
the box.

It implicitly endorses demand-led growth of air services which is imperilling the social 
licence essential for the Airport to operate.

There is an absence of any strategic thinking about the economic and social 
impacts of the Airport - no one wants to take responsibility for this critical piece of the 
jigsaw, despite the expectation that the Spatial Plan would.

The draft Spatial Plan is silent as to the real prospect that there is a significant 
incompatibility between environmentally sustainable growth and growth at the levels 
forecasted.

 

Q. Please let us know if you have any further comments:

Q. If you have a pre-prepared submission, you can upload it
below. Please note that we can only accept .docx files.

KPCA Spatial Plan 4_21 Submission.docx

Additional documents or PDF files can be emailed to letstalk@qldc.govt.nz Please write 
"draft Queenstown Lakes Spatial Plan submission" in subject header.
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LECKIE Joshua
Lane Neave on behalf of HGW Trustees Limited and 
Remarkables Station Limited
Jacks Point (includes Coneburn and Homestead Bay)

Keywords: Southern Corridor,Future Urban Areas

Q. Please indicate your position on the draft Queenstown
Lakes Spatial Plan:
Support

 
 

Location: Queenstown
Date: 03/05/2021 Time: 14:10

Q. Please let us know your comments or feedback:
PDF attached

Q. Please describe the reasons for your position:
PDF attached

Q. Please let us know if you have any further comments:
PDF attached
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Submission on Draft Queenstown Lakes Spatial Plan 

To: Queenstown Lakes District Council (letstalk@qldc.govt.nz) 

From: Dickson Jardine, Jillian Jardine, HGW Trustees Limited and Remarkables Station Limited 

Date: 19 April 2021 

Introduction 

1. This submission is on behalf of Dickson Jardine, Jillian Jardine, HGW Trustees Limited and
Remarkables Station Limited (together, the Jardines).  The Jardines own Remarkables Station
and specific to this submission Lot 8 DP 443832 and Lots 2, 4 and 5 DP 452315 (Jardine
Land).

2. In summary:

(a) Overall, the Jardines support the Spatial Plan and, in particular, the identification of the
Homestead Bay/Driftwood Bay area as a priority urban area for development; and

(b) The Jardines, however, are concerned to ensure that the geographical extent of the
Homestead Bay/Driftwood Bay urban area includes the entirety of the Jardine Land
which will ultimately be rezoned for urban activities.  The Jardines seek
clarification/amendment of the urban area mapping to ensure this land is included.

Background 

3. The Jardine family have farmed in the Wakatipu area since 1922 after their purchase of the
large land-holding known as the Remarkables Station, and their history is heavily intertwined
with Queenstown’s own history and development.

4. The Jardines are long-time supporters of local arts and conservation, joining the New Zealand
Order of Merit this New Year for their services to philanthropy and conservation.  In particular,
the Jardines have made significant charitable gifts of land in the District.  This includes gifting
their home in Woolshed Bay to the University of Otago in 2016 to aid the University fulfil its
wider vision of producing world leading research at an academic retreat and conference facility
known as Hākitekura, as well as recently gifting 900 hectares of pristine land at the base of the
Remarkables to the Queen Elizabeth II National Trust.

Current Plans 

5. Through an appeal on the Proposed District Plan, the Jardines are seeking an extension to
include the Jardine Land within the Jacks Point Zone. This would allow appropriate subdivision
and development on the land, together with various open space protection, conservation and
public access measures.  The proposed rezoning responds to a regional imperative for greater
housing choice in appropriate locations.

6. At the Council hearing stage, the Hearings Panel considered that the broader Coneburn Valley
area was suitable for urbanisation and that the Jardine Land could be easily developed due to
the topography and the ability to be well-served by roads.  The Jardines are working with the
Queenstown Lakes District Council (Council) and other parties to the appeal to resolve the
remaining servicing and landscape matters.

Feedback on Draft Spatial Plan 

7. The Jardines generally express overall support for the intent and contents of the draft Spatial
Plan.  However, they wish to raise a concern regarding the geographical extent of the
Homestead Bay/Driftwood Bay urban area as shown in the draft Spatial Plan maps.
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8. Overall, the Jardines support the proposed approach taken by the Council to provide for and
accommodate future growth in the Queenstown Lakes area.  They recognise not only the
regional need to establish future urban areas and housing in order to provide for the expected
growth of the region but also the national imperative to provide higher density urban housing.
They support the Council’s directive of providing a Spatial Plan which ensures variety, higher
density and affordable housing options for the Queenstown Lakes region moving forward.
Specifically, the Jardines support the draft Spatial Plan’s vision for urban development in Te
Tapuae/Southern Corridor, including at Homestead Bay.

9. Despite their overall support for the Council’s vision for the Te Tapuae/Southern Corridor, the
Jardine’s wish to raise a concern regarding the geographical extent of the Homestead Bay and
Driftwood Bay urban area.  Currently, the mapping for the area in the draft Spatial Plan
designates a majority of Homestead Bay as an urban area and subsequently fit for development
as a priority area.  However, it is unclear whether the area shown as urban will include the
entirety of the Jardine Land that is sought to be rezoned under the Jardine’s appeal on the
Proposed District Plan.

10. While the Jardines appreciate that mapping in the draft Spatial Plan at this stage is at a high
level, they are concerned that the proposed mapping may not illustrate the full extent of the
Homestead Bay/Driftwood Bay future urban area. The Jardines therefore seek that the mapping
be clarified, and if necessary, amended to ensure that the Jardine Land is included in the urban
zone.

11. The Jardines are also making a submission on the Council’s Long Term Plan, which they
consider should be aligned with the areas indicated as priority areas for development in the
draft Spatial Plan.

Outcome Sought 

12. As set out above, the Jardines seek that the mapping be clarified and/or amended to ensure
that the Jardine Lane is included in the Homestead Bay/Driftwood Bay urban area.

Hearing 

13. The Jardines wish to reserve their right to be heard in support of their submission at the hearing
in Queenstown on 3 May 2021.

By their authorised agents: 

Lane Neave 
Joshua Leckie/Annabel Hawkins 

Address: c/- Lane Neave 
 

 
Contact: Joshua Leckie/Annabel Hawkins 
Telephone:  
Email:  
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LECKIE Joshua
Lane Neave on behalf of the University of Otago
Out of District

Keywords: Future Urban Areas

Q. Please let us know your comments or feedback:
PDF attached

 
 

Location: Queenstown
Date: 03/05/2021 Time: 14:15

Q. Please describe the reasons for your position:
PDF attached

Q. Please let us know if you have any further comments:
PDF Attached
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Submission on Draft Queenstown Lakes Spatial Plan 

To: Queenstown Lakes District Council (letstalk@qldc.govt.nz) 

From: University of Otago 

Date: 19 April 2021 

Introduction 

1. This submission is on behalf of the University of Otago (University).  The University has applied
for resource consent to enable the construction and operation of an academic retreat and
conference facility, to be known as Hākitekura, at Woolshed Bay.  Specifically the location is at
the properties with title references Lots 1 and 3 DP 452315.

2. In summary:

(a) Overall, the University supports the direction and contents of the draft Spatial Plan; and

(b) The University, however, is concerned to ensure that the geographical extent of the
Homestead Bay urban area as shown in the Spatial Plan includes the Hākitekura site.

Background and Current Plans 

3. Established in 1869, the University of Otago was New Zealand’s first university.  Across its five
campuses the University provides tertiary education to 21,000 students, and employs
approximately 3,990 staff, including 1,740 academics.  The University has received a plethora
of recognition for its innovative research and standard of education.

4. In 2016, Dickson and Jillian Jardine (Jardines) gifted the University land, including several
existing buildings, on the shores of Lake Wakatipu at Woolshed Bay.  The University intends to
use this generous gift to develop an academic retreat and conference facility for the ‘meeting
of the minds’.  This will allow the University to further its research efforts and provide a space
in which researchers can carry out and present their research.  In February 2019, Ngāi Tahu
gifted the University the name Hākitekura for the site, which honours a local tipuna.

5. The University has applied to the Council for resource consent to redevelop Lots 1 and 3 DP
452315 and construct and operate Hākitekura.  The facility will be used by the University and
its staff as well as being available for other national and international academic institutions and
some limited private events.

Feedback on Draft Spatial Plan 

6. The University generally expresses overall support for the intent and contents of the draft
Spatial Plan.  However, it wishes to raise a concern regarding the geographical extent of the
Homestead Bay/Driftwood Bay urban area as shown in the draft Spatial Plan maps.

7. Overall, the University supports the proposed approach taken by the Council to provide for and
accommodate future growth in the Queenstown Lakes area.  The University recognises the
regional need to establish future urban areas in order to provide for the expected growth of the
region and support the Urban Growth Agenda’s objectives of improving access to educational
facilities. Specifically, the University supports the draft Spatial Plan’s vision for urban
development in Te Tapuae/Southern Corridor, including at Homestead Bay/Driftwood Bay.

8. Despite its overall support for the Council’s vision for the Te Tapuae/Southern Corridor, the
University wishes to raise a concern regarding the geographical extent of the Homestead Bay
and Driftwood Bay urban area.  Currently, the mapping for the area in the draft Spatial Plan
designates a majority of Homestead Bay as an urban area and subsequently fit for development
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as a priority area.  However, it is unclear whether the area shown as urban will include the 
Hākitekura site.  

9. While the University appreciates that mapping in the draft Spatial Plan at this stage is at a high
level, it is concerned that the proposed mapping may not illustrate the full extent of the
Homestead Bay/Driftwood Bay future urban area. The University therefore seeks that the
mapping be clarified, and if necessary, amended to ensure that the Hākitekura site is included
as part of the urban area.  While it is not critical for the University’s current resource consent
application for the area to be “urban”, the University considers that the identification of the area
as urban reflects the area being a priority area for development, part of which includes the
Hākitekura project.

10. The University is also making a submission on the Council’s Long Term Plan, which it considers
should be aligned with the areas indicated as priority areas for development in the draft Spatial
Plan.

Outcome Sought 

11. As set out above, the University seeks that the mapping be clarified and/or amended to ensure
that the Hākitekura site is included in the Homestead Bay urban area.

Hearing 

12. The University wishes to reserve its right to be heard in support of its submission at the hearing
in Queenstown on 3 May 2021.

By its authorised agents: 

Lane Neave 
Joshua Leckie/Annabel Hawkins 

Address: c/- Lane Neave 
 

 
Contact: Joshua Leckie/Annabel Hawkins 
Telephone:  
Email:  
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LOUGHNAN Hugh
Ministry of Education
Out of District

Keywords: Community Facilities,Infrastructure

Q. Please let us know your comments or feedback:
PDF attached

 

 

 

Location: Queenstown
Date: 03/05/2021 Time: 14:20

Q. Please describe the reasons for your position:
PDF attached

Q. Please let us know if you have any further comments:
PDF attached
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Sensitivity: General 

Submission on the draft Queenstown Lakes Spatial Plan 

To: Queenstown Lakes District Council 

Name of submitter: Ministry of Education (‘the Ministry’) 

Address for service: C/- Beca Ltd 

 

 

Attention: Portia King 

Phone:    

Email:    

This is a submission on the draft Queenstown Lakes Spatial Plan (‘the draft plan’).  

The draft plan is a high-level document released by Queenstown Lakes District Council (QLDC) that 

provides direction for how and where growth will be accommodated in the Queenstown Lakes District, 

predominantly focusing on the urban areas. The draft plan expects the resident population to double over 

the next 30 years, requiring 17,000 new homes, which will put pressure on school roll capacities.  

The specific parts of the proposal that the Ministry of Education’s submission relates to are: 

The draft plan highlights future education facility requirements as previously advised by the Ministry1 based 

on the expected population growth as outlined in the draft plan.  

The draft plan also highlights that the road network is geographically constrained, and subsequently the 

draft plan focuses on public transport, walking and cycling infrastructure as a key outcome. The Ministry 

wishes to highlight the importance of safety considerations when designing future transport infrastructure 

to ensure the safety of school staff and students commuting to and from school.  

Background: 

The Ministry is the Government’s lead advisor on the New Zealand education system, shaping direction for 

education agencies and providers and contributing to the Government’s goals for education. The Ministry 

assesses population changes, school roll fluctuations and other trends and challenges impacting on 

education provision at all levels of the education network to identify changing needs within the network so 

the Ministry can respond effectively. 

The Ministry has responsibility not only for all State schools owned by the Crown, but also those State 

schools that are not owned by the Crown, such as designated character schools and State integrated 

schools. For the Crown owned State school this involves managing the existing property portfolio, 

upgrading, and improving the portfolio, purchasing and constructing new property to meet increased 

1 The Ministry has engaged in spatial planning workshops held by QLDC over the past two 
years. 
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Sensitivity: General 

demand, identifying and disposing of surplus State school sector property and managing teacher and 

caretaker housing.  

The Ministry is therefore a considerable stakeholder in terms of activities that may impact on existing and 

future educational facilities and assets in the Queenstown Lakes District. 

The draft plans relevance to Ministry Assets: 

In 2019, the Ministry released the National Education Growth Plan 2030 (NEGP)2, which provides a co-

ordinated approach for addressing school-aged population growth across New Zealand. The NEGP 

identifies a number of catchments across the country and considers the anticipated demand and growth 

patterns so that the Ministry can ensure the school network is delivered in the right place at the right time. 

The NEGP categorises Wakatipu and Wānaka as ‘Blueprint for Growth’, being areas where “local 

government planning includes intensive housing development and expansion into outer urban areas in 

response to, or causing, a large influx of people to move into a particular area. These are opportunities to 

master plan education infrastructure collaboratively across agencies to integrate in new communities.”  

Within the Wakatipu basin catchment, an additional 900-1,350 school-aged children are anticipated by 

20283. The draft plan recognises that in the Wakatipu basin, additional primary schools may be required to 

service the Southern and Eastern Corridors, and an additional secondary school to service the wider area. 

Elsewhere in the Wakatipu area, the draft plan indicates that expected growth is likely to be 

accommodated through expanding existing schools. 

In Wānaka, it is anticipated that schools will need to accommodate an additional 100 primary school 

students and up to 1,600 secondary school students by 2030. The draft plan recognises that an additional 

primary and secondary school will likely be needed to accommodate this expected growth. In Hāwea, the 

draft plan identifies that an expansion or relocation of the existing school may be required to accommodate 

expected growth.  

The Ministry of Education’s submission: 

The Ministry supports Strategy 12 of Outcome 4 of the draft plan which recognises the need for education 

facilities. The Ministry is satisfied that the draft plan adequately reflects the position of the Ministry 

regarding future school requirements in the Queenstown Lakes District. The Ministry is supportive of 

ongoing collaboration with QLDC regarding the requirements for new schools, expansions of existing 

schools and relocation of schools in the Queenstown Lakes District. 

The draft plan acknowledges the constraints of the existing road network and future growth has the 

potential to increase congestion and potentially impact on the safety of school staff and children. The 

Ministry is supportive of infrastructure that encourages public transport uptake and active modes of 

transport such as walking and cycling, in order to reduce congestion. The design and development of this 

infrastructure should prioritise safety of school staff and students commuting to and from school. 

The Ministry welcomes the opportunity to further collaborate with QLDC and other stakeholders as the 

draft plan is implemented. 

2 https://www.education.govt.nz/our-work/publications/budget-2019/negp/
3 https://www.education.govt.nz/assets/Documents/Ministry/Budgets/Budget2019/NEGPOtago/OtagoSouthlandgrowthplan.pdf 
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The Ministry contact person for asset planning is Stuart Graham. Contact details for Stuart are: 

Stuart Graham 
Infrastructure Manager- Asset Planning 

The Ministry contact person for network planning is Carey Clark. Contact details for Carey are: 

Carey Clark 
Regional Lead Advisor- Network Sector Enablement 

The Ministry wishes to be heard in support of their submission. 

______________________________________________ 

Portia King 
Planner – Beca Ltd 
Consultant to the Ministry of Education 

Date: 19/04/2021 
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MACLEOD Gillian
Central Queenstown

Keywords: Queenstown Airport

Q. Please indicate your position on the draft Queenstown
Lakes Spatial Plan:
Oppose

 

Location: Queenstown
Date: 03/05/2021 Time: 14:30

Q. Please let us know your comments or feedback:
PDF attached

Q. Please describe the reasons for your position:
PDF attached

Q. Please let us know if you have any further comments:
PDF attached
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SUBMISSION ON SPATIAL PLAN QLDC 
19 APRIL 

One big bold move is real spatial planning. Move the airport. The spatial plan under 
consultation looks backwards not forwards.  

(Coneburn ( the space between Hanleys and Frankton) is already consented with earthworks 
underway. Ladies mile is being carved up as I write. These are retrospective issues. The 
spatial plan has nothing new to say other than earmarking these areas for future growth- yet 
they have already been discussed and are being implemented. So what is new -nothing!) 

The plan below is a radical idea. It proposes moving the airport to Tarras and using the 
airport land for housing and other stuff.  

`

The spatial plan calls for 17k new homes in QLDC. This plan can accommodate that and more. 
Depending on the intensity of devlopment it could contain 40k people.  
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Moving the airport and freeing up the land beneath the airport can meet all the objectives cited in 
the spatial plan. 

1. Consolidated growth
2. Public transport easily achieved.
3. Sustainable tourism system.

By moving the airport to a more “lakes district “location, tourism is spread throughout the
lakes district enabling Queenstown and Wanaka to pursue alternative markets such as film
and technology. It frees up the Frankton transport hub and allows it to settle and become
the centre that the plan shows- not the donut plan that exists now with the airport taking
centre stage.

4. Well designed neighbourhood
5. Diverse

See 3 above. By creating a master planned township we can incorporate education, events,
hospital care, conference centres, green space and roading into one carefully planned
centre. Wow. Get away from NOISE!!!! MAke Frankton a pleasant place to be! Wow!

Comment 
The spatial plan looks backwards not forwards. 

Look ahead 20 or 50 years. 

Should the airport be in the centre of all this? 

Simple answer. NO!! Not anywhere in the world do you have an airport in the centre of a 
city. It is an absurd idea.  

Queenstown will become the 4th city of New Zealand. An alpine city. 
Please plan appropriately. Look forward.  

We will not die if the airport is not here. Auckland didn’t die, London didn’t die, you bus 2 
hours to any skifield in Europe when you fly in.  

Remember when we put paid parking into Queenstown? We didn’t die, people briefly acted 
as if their throats were cut, but commerce continued.   The reset of Queenstown is occurring 
now because retail space has suddenly doubled with the commissioning of five mile.  

We have a special opportunity to be forward thinking now that Christchurch airport has 
bought land at Tarras. What a wonderful outcome for Queenstown. Let them build the 
airport at Tarras and we can take full advantage of the underlying value of the airport land, 
without having to build another airport!!  

Check out Hobsonville- the reusue of an airport. Check out Hammarby ,called  the most 
sustainable and environmental city in the world. That could be us.  
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Figure 1hobsonville and school 

Figure 2hobsonville was an airport once, this is not new 
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Figure 3Hammarby in Sweden looks so good 

Figure 4Hammarby is called the most environmental friendly city in the world 

Figure 5Hammarby is called a sustainable city. This is what the green/blue way in our design could look like 
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Kind Regards 
Gillian Macleod resident 
FNZIA  
B Arch M Urban Design (Hons) 
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STALKER Kristan
G W Stalker Family Trust
Lake Hayes Estate & Shotover Country

Keywords: Protected areas

Q. I am aged:
30-45

Q. Please indicate your position on the draft Queenstown
Lakes Spatial Plan:
Oppose

Q. Please let us know your comments or feedback:
I oppose classifying Slopehill as Protected.

 

 
 
 
 

 

 

Location: Queenstown
Date: 03/05/2021 Time: 14:35
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Q. Please describe the reasons for your position:
It complicates the existing zoning and it is not clear what the implications are 
between the RMA and the Spatial Plan.

 
 

 

 
 

 

Q. Please let us know if you have any further comments:
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YANG mingxi
Frankton & Quail Rise

Keywords: Transport

Q. I am aged:
30-45

Q. Please indicate your position on the draft Queenstown
Lakes Spatial Plan:
Support

Q. Please let us know your comments or feedback:
Dear Sir or Madam, 

We are the owners of . Our property entrance is at the intersection 
of State Highway 6A and Goldfield Heights Road. 

Since 2015, We've witnessed some car crashes at this road intersection. As the 
Queenstown population keeps growing, Queenstown hill and Goldfield Heights areas 
have more new houses, subdivisions. Heavy traffic from Goldfield Heights road may 
increase more risk at this intersection. 

And our family members, friends and visitors said it is very difficult to drive from State 
Highway 6A into our property. Their cars cannot safely perform a U-turn which is quite 
unsafe for them and other road users.

Please help us and other road users  to improve the safety of this road intersection. 
Many thank!

Mike Yang

 

Q. Please describe the reasons for your position:

Location: Queenstown
Date: 03/05/2021 Time: 14:40
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Q. Please let us know if you have any further comments:

Q. If you have a pre-prepared submission, you can upload it
below. Please note that we can only accept .docx files.

559 Frankton Road intersection safety.docx

Additional documents or PDF files can be emailed to letstalk@qldc.govt.nz Please write 
"draft Queenstown Lakes Spatial Plan submission" in subject header.
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